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To:

From:

Members of the Staff

The Secretary-General

MEMORANDUM

4 December 1952

On 23 October 1952, I announced that I would submit to a group of jurists

from three Member countries, for advice, certain issues arising out of the

hearings of the United States Senate Sub-Committee on Internal Security. The

Commission of Jurists met for the first time on 14 November, and presented its

opinion to me On Saturday, 29 November.

I am very grateful to the jurists for having dealt so thoroughly within a

very short time with the complicated and important problems submitted to them.

I have carefully studied the opinion they have presented. I have decided

to use the conclusions and recommendations of this opinion as the basis of my

personnel policy in discharging the responsibilities entrusted to me by the Charter

and staff regulations of the United Nation.

In pursuance of the recommendation of the jurists, I propose to establish

within a few days an advisory panel to assist me in dealing with specific cases

in accordance with the opinion.

It is my earnest hope that on this basis it will be possible for the

United Nations and the host country by mutual efforts to maintain harmonious

relationships on matters affecting the staff of the Secretariat which, in the

words of the opinion, "depend mainly upon a good understanding as to the

necessities of the international organization and its staff on the One hand,

and the necessities of the host country on the other".

52-29591



UNITED NATIONS

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

Dist.
GElJERAL

A/INF/51
5 December 1952

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

~OTE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

The Secretary-General has the honour to transmit herewith for the

information of delegations:

(1) A cop,y of the opinion of the Commission of Jurists which he appointed

on 20 October 1952 to advise him on certain issues arising out of

the hearings of the United States Senate Sub-Committee on Internal

Security; and

(2) A statement which the Secretary-General has addressed to the staff

of the Secretariat concerning his use of that opinion.

5 December 19.52

52-11923
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, OPINION OF COMlUSSION OF JURISTS

Secret~-General,

United Nations.

I.

PRELIMllJARY

You have asked us to advise you on the following qaestions

with respect to staff members of United States nationality.

(i) Is it compatible with the conduct required of a

staff member for him to refuse to answer a question

asked by an authorized organ of his government on

the ground of the constitutional privilege against

self-incrimination?

(ii) What effect should be given by the Secretary-General

to the refusal of the United States Government to

issue a passport to a staff member for purposes of

official travel?

(iii) In view of the Charter requirements and the staff

Regula. tions, what action should the Secretary-General

take 'When he receives information fron 8..n offieial

source of the United States Government that a staff

member of U.S. citizenship is alJe ged to be disloyal

to his government?

------- ---------_.--------------~-~ ------------- ._------ ---------
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(iv) In the course of enquiries by ae;encies of the

u.s. Government, should the Secretary-General make

~vailable archives of the Organization or authorize

~taff members to respond to questions involving

'qonfidential information relating to official acts?

(v) If it appears that the Secretary-General possesses no

present authority to dismiss holders of permanent

appointments on evidence of subversive activities against

their country or refusal to deny such activities, what

new leGal steps would be necessary and effective to

confer such authority?

For the purpose of our encpiry, we have had before us a

Statement of Facts prepared by your staff before our arrival which drew

our attention to numerous relevant events, facts and documents. We have

given due consideration to this Statement of Facts which was of assistance

to us. In the circumstances, however, we have fel t it advisable to undertaki

our own independent review of the situation rather than to rely solely upon

a Statement of Facts prepared by the staff of the United Nations helpful as

WP. found this to be.

In the course of this examination we have examined with care

(inter alia) the follovrlng documents:

(1) The Charter of the United Nations.

(2) The Convention on the Privileges and Imnunities of the
United Nations, adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on 13 February 1946.
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£\n jl~re~ent between the United Nations and
the'United states of .~rica regarding the
Headquarters of the linited Nations.

(1+) The .staff ~1egulations of the United ~'!c.tions

adopted b;).T Eesolution 590(VI) of the General
i\.sse1ubly on 2 February 1952.

(5) The $taff Rules of the United Nations
f promulgated by the Secreta~J-General.

(6) The statute of the United Nations Administrative
Tribunal, adopted by the General Assembly by
Resolution 351(IV) of 24 November 1949.

(7) All decisions up to date of the United Nations
Administrative' Tribunal.

(8) All decisions up to date of the Joint Appeals Board.

(9) Various instructions issued by the Secretar,y-General
to the staff of the Secretariat and public statements
made by the Secretar,y-General.

(10) Stenographic transcripts of hearinGs before tbe
Sub-Comnittee to investigate the administration
of the Internal Security Act and other internal
security laws of the Committee on the Judiciar,y
of the United States Senate.

(11) The Internal Security Act, 1950.

(12) The International Organizations Immunities Act.

(13) Various statutorv and other provisions in cases
decided in the courts of the United States.

In addition to the foregoing documents, we have ha.d the advantage

of studying various decisions of the International Court of Justice which,

though not directly in point, bear upon the subject-matter of our enquiry,

a nwnber of contributions to legal journals, and numerous decisions of

the United States courts.
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lie have also received, at our request, from members of your

staff numerous verbal and other communications on particular points upon

which we desired factual information. We desire to record our gratitude

to all the members of your staff concerned who have roo-st readily and

freely given us all the help we asked for. We think we should also

record that no member of your staff has in any way attempted to put

forward any views upon the questions referred to us or attempted to

influence our opinion. The views we express in this Opinion are, we

are glad to say, the unanimous views of all of us. They are put fONard

entirely on our own reEp onsibility and no member of your staff is in any

way implicated in or committed by them.

At an early stage of our enquiry certain matters became evident

to us. These matters are as follows:

(a) The difficulties to which your questions relate

all arise out of the peculiar relationship which must exist

between an international body such as the United Nations and

the Bember State within whose borders that international body

works, a relationship which evidently requires exceptional tact

and discretion on the part of both the internationaJ.. body ani

its staff on the one hand, and the "host country" on tile other,

if conflict is to be avoided and the international body .is to

be able to perform its proper functions. An international body

must have a home in some Ilhost country. 11 ",'[hat mutual tolerances

are needed if this relationship is to b e satisfactory?
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(b) While this relationship is particularly conspicuous in the

country in which the Headquarters of the United Nations is situated,

it is not wholly confined to that country (the United states of America).

Similar questions ~ arise in greater or lesser degree in other countries
c

in which staff of the United Nations may be located, either temporarily or

permanently. In approaching, therefore, the relationship between the

Uni ted Nations and the United States of America, we have been careful

not to overlook the consequences in other countries of any opinions we

may fonn.

(c) On the other hand, it is clear to us that no problem is

presented to the Secretary-General by the presence on the Secretariat

Staff of & person who is willing to observe the laws of the host country

merely by reason of the fact that owing to sane change of regime in his

own country he is deprived of his citizenship or is regarded by the new

regime as an unsatisfactory citizen. We need hardly say that equally

such a person has no right to go outside his official duties and engage

in subversive activities against his own state or former state, or indeed

any member state.

(d) Although your questions relate in tems specifically to United

States nationals who are also mEmbers of your staff, we have found it

impracticable to deal with that subj ect wi.thout taking into account also the

position of members of your staff of other nationalities who are resident

in the United States and for that reason are entitled to receive the

protection of the law of the United States and also bound to observe its

p~vision8.
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(e) There appears to us to be considerable confusion in the

public mind as to the nature of the so-called "immunities" or

"privileges" enjoyed by members of the staff of the United Nations.

In view of these considerations, we have thought it desirable,
- .
f

before coming to our answ,:,rs to your specific questions, to put forward our

general views of the matter in the following order:

(i) The backgrounl of our present enquiry.

(ii) The legal relationship between the United Nations
and a host country.

(iii) The principles on which we should advise you
to proceed with regard to:

(a) An officer convicted by a United States
court of an offence of which an essential
ingredient is disloyalty to the United
States.

(b) An officer who pleads some constitutional
privilege against answering questions on
the ground that the answers might incriminate
him with regard to activities involving
disloyalty to the United States.

(c) An officer who the Secretary-General has
reasonable ground for believing has engaged
or is engaging in activities involving
disloyalty to the United States.

(iv) Whether United Nations immunities bear on these questions.

(v) Whether the existing Staff Regulations and Rules
and procedure empower the Secretary-General to
carry out the policy we recorranend he should follow
under heading (iii) above, and if not, what
amendments would be reqUired to those Aegulations
or Rules to give him the necessary powers.

(vi) Questions as to immunity in respect of United Nations
archives.

(vii) Questions concerning passports and laissez-passer.
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II.

BACKGROUND OF OUR PRESENT ENQUIRY

The United States authorities have taken the initiative of

starting investigati09S of the identity and conduct of United States citizens

who are also officials or employees of the Secretariat of the United Nations.

These investigations have been undertaken under laws of the United States

concerning the securit~ of the State and in particular under the Internal

Security Act of 1950. They seek to ascertain whether United States citizens

on the Secretariat staff are or have been members of the Communist

Party or other organizations declared subversive under the Act, or whether

the individuals concerned have been engaged or are engaged in other

subversive activities. These investigations take two forms. The first

fonn con.ists of p~oceedings before a Special Federal Grand Jury which

began its investigation in the Summer of 1952, an investig~tionwhich

has not yet been concluded. This investigation is conducted in private

and its object is to enable the Grand Jury to decide whether indictments

should be presented against any person who, if indicted, would have to stand

for public trial in the appropriate criminal court.

The other form of proceeding is an investigation by the Internal

Security Sub-Committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee. This Sub-Committee1s

investigations are conducted umer the authority of two Resolutions of the

United States Senate, namely Senate Resolution 366, Blst Congress, 2nd Session,

of 21 December 1950, and Senate Resolution 7, B2nd Congress, 1st Session.
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The first of these Resolutions empowers the Senate Judiciary Committee or

a Sub-Committee thereof to investigate the administration of the Internal

Security Act of 1950, the administration of other laws relating to espionage,

sabotage, a~ the 'protection of the internal security of the United States,

and subversive activities. The second Resolution increases the limits of

expenditure authorized. The hearings of the Senate Sub-Coomittee a.re nonnally

public hearings but at times this Sub-Committee goes into executive session

on which occasion the proceedings are private.

We make certain observations upon each of these forms of

proceeding:

(a) Grand JurY Investigation

The Grand Jury has been investigating offences under

Section 371 of Title 18 of the United States Code on Crimes and

Crirr.inal Procedure. This Section provides as follows:

"If two or more persons conspire either: to commit
any offence against the United States or to defraud the
United States or any agency thereof in any manner or for
any purpose, and one or more of such persons do any act
to effect the object of the conspiracy, each shall be
fined not more than ~lO,OOO or imprisoned not more tnan
five years or both.

IlIf, however, the offence the commission of which
is the object of the conspiracy is a misdemeanour only,
the punishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed
the maximum punishment provided for such misdemeanour. ft
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Newspaper reports indicate that the particular type of

possible conspiracy which is being investigated is one to engage

in sUbversiv~ activities or espionage. The Secretary-General has

not been officially,informed of the names of the persons summoned

to appear nor of the identity of those who refuse to answer questions

on the ground of their privilege against self-incrimination.

Same of the staff members were requested by the Grand Jury

to submit to it certain documents from the archives of the United

Nations, including photostats of bheir personnel applications

submitted when they applied for employment, and letters written

by them in their official capacity to other officials of the united

Nations. By letters of 13 June and 3 October 1952, the Secretary

General infonned the staff members concerned that these documents were

part of the United Nations archives which were declared to be

inviolable by the law of the United States, and that photostats

and originals of such documents could not be given either to staff

members or to agencies of Member States. The staff members were

given typewritten copies of their personnel applications which

they submitted to the Grand Jury. The Secretary-General' s position

has not been questioned by the Grand Jury.
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(b) Investiga()ion by the lIlt ernal Security Sub
Committee of the S~nate JudiciarY Committee.

A number of Uruted Nations staff members of United ~'tates

nationality have been summoned before this Corrunittee. Two appeared at

public hearings on 15 ahd 16 May 1952. Of these one staff member

was then uIXier notice of termination of employment with the United

Nations. The other witness testified am denied all communist or

subversive activity. Later in the hearings another witness never

connected with the United Nations gave testimony to the effect that

in 1937 he had been informed by an espionage agent of a foreign country

that this staff member was a caumunist. other witnesses invoked their

constitutional privilege against self-incrimination when questioned

about their relations with him.

During the Sub-Committeels hearings between 13 October

and 12 November 1952 additional staff members were called to testify.

Several of these witnesses were heard only in executive sessions by

the SUb-Committee; the records of proceedings in executive session have

not been made available to the Secretary-General. Twenty persons who were

at that tiloo staff members and two who had previously been staff members

were called upon to testif.y at public sessions. Some of these witnesses

were questioned about espionage and subversive activities against the

United states. One witness declined on the ground of privilege against

self-incrimination to answer questions whether he was presentlfengaged in
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espionage against the United States and whether he had ever in the past

engaged in. such espionage. Another witness refused on the same groum

to state wether he was now engaged in any subversive activities against

the United Stat~s Government am whether he had ever engaged in espionage.
r

Both witnesses also invoked the pri'Vilege against selt-incrimination 'When

asked whether in the past or present they had been connected ~th the

Communist Party, who had assisted them in obtaining employment with the

United Nations, am whether they- knew certain named individuals.

Ten othsr witnesses declined to answer whether they had belonged.

in the past to the Communist Party, had ever belonged to it, or now

belonged to it. Three of these witnesses were qUestioned about espionage

am subversive activities. All denied they had ever committed espionage.

'f1«) jeclined to answer whether they had ever engaged in subYersive

activiti~s and one denied. engaging in such activities. Four of these

ten witnesses invoked the privilege against self-incrimination with

respect to the questions concerning membership of organizations other than

the COMmpnist Partyvhlch bad been dec~ared subvarsive. Flve refused

to an."..r:- whether theY' knew certain named !nd1v1duals. One witness

refUsed to state how he bad gone about obtaining employment bY' the

United Ba'tions.

one Y1tnes8 atated that he was not at present a member of the

C~lst Part,. and that he had not been one on ~ June ~952. He refused

to state whether he had been a member at ear~ler periods.
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Two further witnesses re1'u8ed to state whether they had

been members of the Communist Party during a particular period ~f

the past (in one case 1936 to 1941 am in the other 1935 to 1941)
r

but denied such membership at a later pel'iod. 0ne of these also

ilWoked privilege on questions whether he had known named imividuals

after 1941. The other declined to state whether he had used a

fictitious name and whether he had been an organizer fGr the

Communist Party.

One staff member admitted mJitmber8b.ip in the CaIlmuDist Parly

for one year beginning in 1935 but invoked the privilege against seU-

incrimination when asked details conce1"lling parti~ipat:ion in its actiVities.

Four staff members did not invoke the privilege. One of

these stated that he had been a member of the Communist Party from

1938 to 194J. and testified. tu.l.ly concel'!li.n& his activities in it.

Jnoth'er testified that he had never b.8sn a DI8Dlber of the Party 'but.

that he bad been active in organizations subsequently' declared subversive

and an ou ocouian sixteen ~ars ago he had ....iat.d the C~pn1.t

UDdergrolDJ4. His te.tblol21' was in contlict vith that of uother Y1.tae.s

never connected nth the United Bations who stated that he lmev the s~

-.ber to b. a Ccwaun1st and that the staff'Mllber had part1cipe,te4 in the

underground to a greater extent thaD Y&8 a4JI1tted.

'!'he other tvo vitnesses, who di4 DOt c1a1Ja priT1.lege at the

public heariDgs I wen not asked vhether theY' ven or had been -.ben of the
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Conununist Party. One of them admitted past connexion with organizations

later declared subversive.

An issue concerning the privileges and immunities of the

United Nations arose during the course of the hearings. In a memorandum

from the Secretary-General to the staff members of United states nationality,

issued on 13 October 1952, the Secretary-General, after referring to

Articles 100 and 105 of the Charter and to the International Organizations

Immunities Act, stated as follows:

"In accordance with these proVJ.s~ons of law, staff
members of the United Nations called before the
Senate Committee are not authorized to testify with
regard to official activities of the United Nations and
do not have the right to waive the immunity conferred
by law. They are authorized to answer questions llbich
are matters of public record regarding their position
as staff members such as title, job description, compen
sation, date of appointment and the like. If

At the hearings on 13 October 1952 a staff member declined

on the ground of the Secretary-Generalis instruction to answer questions

relating to the proceedings of the United Nations Joint Appeals Board

of which the witness was a member. The functions of this Board are

dealt with in a subsequent section of this opinion.

The witness was allowed to refrain from answering until the

following day so as to allow time for him to consult his superiors

in the United Nations. At the hearing on 14 October 1952, when asked

whether he had ever tried to prevent the discharge of a named iIJiividual

from his employment in the United Nations, the witness declined to answer

pleading his privilege aGainst self-incrimination.
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At the close of the hearing on the following day, 15 October,

Senator O'Conor, presiding over the Sub-Committee, read a statement which

included the f_ollowing observation:

"C0nfronting the Sub-Committee is a memorandum
issued b.1 the Secretary-General of the United Nations
which employees of the organization ape interpreting
in a manner which would shield them against our
attempts to elicit information as to their operations
along lines favoured by the Communist Party. A
Senate Committee cannot be stopped in its endeavour
to secure facts relating to subversive activities on
our shores by Americans regardless of their affilia
tion with an international organization.

"To hold otherwise would be to give traitors a
ready protection against disclosure. This should not
be allowed. to happen. Accordingly, this Sub-Co.lIlIlittee
expresses its disagreement with the interpretation of
provisions of the Secretary-General's memorandum.
There arose on Monday, October 13th, when Frank C.
Bancroft was a witness, a particular incident con
cerning which the Sub-Committee has reached a
unanimous conclusion. Bancroft had refused to tell
this Sub-C~nmittee whether or not he was a member of
the Communist Party. He was also asked whether he
was instrumental in preventing the discharge of
another witness, Eugene Wallach, from employment with
the United Nations. Wallach also refused to tell the
Sub-Committee whether he presently is a Conununist
Party official. Bancroft took refuge in the memorandum
from the Secretary-General, stating that United Nations
employees 'were not authorized to testify wi. th regard
to official activities of the United Nations. I

"The Sub-Committee met in Executive Session am
decidea that Bancroft be instructed to answer the
question about his assistance to \'lallach. The Sub
Committee decided that such a refusal would be con
temptuous of the Senate and that any witness should be
so informed. Bancroft accordingly was recalled. \fuen
asked about his aid to Wallach, this time he resorted
to his constitutional privilege against self-incrimination.
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"It will be held contemptuous of the Senate.
in our opinion. for witnesses to use any such excuse
for failing or refusing to disclose information
pertinent to this inquiry."

These hearings before the Senate SUb-Committee have led
r

to varioUs pUbl:ic statements by the Secretary-General and by Senators

of the United states each dealing wUh the matter from some particular

point of view. We do not think it necessary to reproduce in this

opinion the text of these various statements. They are matters of

public record and to some extent of public controversy. It was in

the course of this controversy that on 23 October 1952 the Secretary-

General announced our appointment With a view to giving considera.tion

to the issues Jl1'esented. In the same statement the secretary-General

announced certain action he had taken with regard to the staff

members concerned in the Senate Sub-Committee' 8 investigation.

It is evident to us that the following consequences have

resulted from the circumstances to which we have referred:

(a) Public opinion in the United States is gravely dis-

turbed as to the i»Ossibility that the United Nations may

be harbouring on its staff persons who 8l'e or have been

engaged in subversive activities in the United States;

(b) This disturbance is deepened by the action of some members

of the United States staff of the United Nations in claiming

constitutional privilege against self-1ncrim1nationj
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(c) There appears to be considerable con:f'Usion between the

constitutional privilege against selt-incrimination. the

privileges and immunities enjoyed by members ot the uri'1ted

Nation~ statt and the prt'rtlege and immunity ot the UD.1ted
r

Nations itselt in respect ot its property and archives;

(d) The morale ot the statt ot the U'1l1ted. Nations has been seriously

attected by what are regarded by them rightly or wrongly as

charges ot subTersive activities against the statt generall~;

(e) The relationship between the United Nations and the united

states as tbe host country upon Which the smooth f'unctioning

ot the United Nations depends is imperill8!.

It appears to us that we should be talling short ot our duty,

haVing regard to this serious situation, unless we attfllllpted to state what

we believe to be the true legal view upon all these etters and to

answer the questions you have put to us in the light ot that opinion.

III.

THE Lm.AL RELATIONSElP BETWEEN THE UNITlm
NATIOm AND ITS HOST COu:N'JltY.

The United Nations is an entity separate and distinct trom

its Member states. It has its own policy-torming organs. namely, the

General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council

and the Trusteeship Council. It has its own judicial orgEl1ization in the

Int81'Dational Court ot Justice. It has it. own. administrative organization
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in the Secretariat (see Article 7 of the Charter), of which the Secretary

General is the head. He as the principal administrative and executive officer

of the United Nations carries a heavy responsibility and is given a large

measure of independep.ce and certain powers of initiation. The united Nations

therefore exists not to caI.'ry out the instructions of any individual Member

State but to carry into effect the joint policies of Member States formulated

in a constitutional manner through the above-mentioned policy-forming organs.

It is equally clear that the United Nations is in no sense a super state. It

has no sovereignty and can claim no allegianoe from its own officers or

employees. Membership of its staff in our opinion in no way abl'ogates,

limits or qualifies the loyalty a person owes to the state of which he is

a citizen. That citizen enjoys the protection of the laws of his own state

and is SUbject in all respect to those laws in so far as his personal position

is concerned. EquallY, that citizen is by reason of his membership of the

staff of the United Nations in no way deprived of the constitutional or other

legal rights enjoyed by him by virtue of his citizenship or restricted as to

the exercise of those rights. We caqt'ind notiling in the cOIlSti tution of the

United Nations or the provisions governing the employment of its staff which

gives the least ground for supposing that there is or should be any conflict

whatever between the loyalty owed by every citizen by virtue of his

allegiance to his own state and the responsibility of such a citizen to

the United Nations in respect to work done by him as an officer or employee

of the United Nations. We express below our opinion wit¢egard to the

immunities and privileges granted to members of the staff of the United

- ------~-- - -----------~-- ------- -~----
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Nation•• It will be sufficient perhaps at this point to say that in

our opinion the immunities or privileges granted to members of the staff

of the United Nations in no way qualify or limit the principe of undivided
,

loyalty to his own state of a member of the United Nations staff.

In our opinion, as the administrative organ of the United Nations,

the Secretariat must conform to the same pattern. The Secretary..Qeneral is

responsible for caDying out the policies laid down and must therefore be

responsible inmspect of its work on behalf o~ the United Nations to the

'5nited Nations and to no other body. It is for this reason that Article 100(1)

of the Charter lays down that:

"In the performance of their duties the
Secretary-General and the staff shall not seek or
receive instructions from any government or from
any other authority erterDal to the organization.
They shall refrain from any action which might
reflect on their position as international officials
responsible only to the Organization."

For the same reason by Article 100(2):

"Each I\iember of the United Nations undertakes
to respect the exclusively international character
of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General
and the staff and not to seek to influence them
in the discharge of their responsibilities."

In our opinion, it would be cont~ary to the spirit, and indeed

the letter, of these two articles if the Secretary-General were to abrogate

his responsibility in the selection or retention of staff by SUbmitting to

the dictation or pressure of any individual l,ember state or any ou.tside body.

To do so would also be to act in contravention of Article 101(3) Which

provides that:
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"The paramount consideration in the employment
of the staff and in the determination of the conditions
of service shall be the necessity of seouring the
highest standards of efficiency, oompetence, and
integrity. "

We regard the considerations enunciated above as being

of paramount importhoe and we would state our conclusions upon

this aspect of the atter in the following terms:

1. The independence of the secretary-General and his sole

responsibility to the General Assembly of the United NatiOnal

for the selection aDd retention of staff should be recognized

by all Member nations and if neoessary asserted, should it

ever be challenged. If the position of the Secretary-Genera.l

in this respect were to be weakened, the whole conoeption ot

the ,responsibility ot the statt ot the united Nations would be

impaired and the essential task ot bUilding up and maintaining an

international oiT1.1 senioe frustrated to the lasting detriment

ot the wark ot the United Nations.

2. In exercisiDg his responsibility tor the selection

and retention ot statt the Secretary-Gen..al Should r&6ud it as

ot the tirst 1mpo1'tanoe to retrain fran engaging or to remove trom

the s'tatt any person _om he has r-.sonable grounds tor beli8Ting to

be engaged or -"0 haTe been engaged, or to ¥1kely to be enpge(

1:D. aJl7 actiT1tie. regarded as disl.,.l by the host country.
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IV. HUNCIPLES WITH REGARD TO OFFICERS ACCUSED OR SUSPEGI'ED
OF DISLOYALTY TO THE HOST COUNmY

In approaehil.lg this difficult question our opinion is that
,

the policy of th~ Secr'etary-General should be foUIJded on two main

principles:

(1) strict observance of the conclusions come to

in the Ja at preceding section of our Opinion, and

(2) the necessity of promoting the establishm~t aDd

development of a body of officers whose outlook

on their work is governed by their sense of

responsibility to the United Nations, in other

words, of an international civil service.

There is no need for us to repeat what we have said in

the last preceding section with regard to the first of these

principles but we consider that the second requirss some

development.

In our opinion the creation and mintenance of an inter-

national civil service depends mainly on the folloWing factors:

(i) The establishment of a sense of responsibility to

the United Nations.

(ii)The granting of reasonable security of tenure.

(iii)Eligibility for employment Without regard to race,

class, colour or religious, political or social opinions or beliefs.

(iv) The assurance that every officer can rely on support from

above in the event of attack or criticism of some action petformed

in the bona fide carrying out of his duties.
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(v) Abstention by every officer trom active political work

in accordance with Articles 1(4) and l(a) of the staff Regulations.

(vi) Conduct by each officer of his private 11l'e in such a

way as to deserve the respect of law-abiding citizens of the country

in which he works.

All these factors are recognized explicitly or implicitly in

the Staff Regulations.

We have al ready dealt with the first of these six factors in

the last preceding section. It will be observed that the second, third

and fourth of these factors involve obligations on the part of

United Nations towards the officer concerned. Factors five and six

involve obligations on the part of the officer concerned towards

the United Nations. In our opinion, the observance of all these

obligations whether on the part of the united Nations or on the part

of the officer concerned is a necessity. If the United Nations

fails in obserVing the obligations which fall upon it, then the

uni ted Nations cannot expect to receive Whole-hearted service

from the staff or to attract or hold the right kind of people. If

an officer fails to observe the obligations he owes towards the

United Nations, or by reason of past conduct appears likely so to f~il,

he cannot expect to be treated as a reliable international civil

serTant because his conduct tends to reflect discredit on the entire body.

In our opinion, rational, just and consistent answers can

be found to the difficult questions we are dealing with in this section

of our Opinion by the application of the above-mentioned principles

and we proceed to consider how these principles should be applied

in answering these questions.
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We consider first the case of an o1'1'i cer who has been

convicted. of a crime involving disloyalty to the State by the courts of

his own oountry 0t the' courts of any country baving jurisdiction over

him by reason of his residence there. Wllere there has been such a conviction

the fact of the crime is ipso facto established. It is !:!!. jUdicata a:cd

should be accepted as 'such by the Secretary-General. Having accepted the

fact of conviction as final evidence of the crime, the Secretary-General

will then bave to consider whether the crime is of such a nature as to be

incompatible wi. th the continued employment of the o1'1'icer concerned in the

country where the offence was committed. In the oase 01' a crime involving

an ingredient of disloyalty to the state (whether before or atter his joining the

staff of the Uni ted Nations), we are of the opinon that the Secretary-

General should regard the conviction as an absolute bar to the employment or

the continuation of Employment of the o1'1'ioer concerned. in the State in

question. We can conceive of cases in whioh the matter could be dealt

with by a transfer to the staff working in another country. That solution

is eVidently of very limited application so far as the Headquarters

staff of the united Nations working in the United. states of Amerioa,and in

most cases dismissal would be the only course open to the secretary-General.

lnour opinion there should be no differentiation in this respect between a

citizen of the United States and a citizen of some otherstate resident in

the United States. A resident in the United. State., whether a united states

citizen or not, is entitled to claim the prot'ction of United. states law and
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is under the correlative obligation to observe the United states laws,

including the laws relating to internal security. Under the arrangements

made far the recruitment of staff of the United Nations it is inevitable and,

in our belief, whollyfdesirable, that employment should be available, whether

in the Headquarters organization in the United states or elsewhere, to

citiz8ns of countries who have adopted a communist regime. Loyalty to their

own countries may require that these persons should hold communist views and

even be active members of the Communist Party in their own country. The

presence of such persons in the interests of the continued operation of the

United Nations Will, we believe, be accepted by the good sense of the Amerioan

people who are the citizens of the host state. If they are to be accepted as

guests, however, they must accept, in,our opinion, the obligations of guests

and retrain from activities regarded as subversive by the law of the host country.

Conviotion for an offence such as that now under consideration

1IlOuld, in our view. be a clear breach of this obligation on the part of the

officer concerned.

We have dealt with this matter fran the point of view of citizens

or residents of the United states who are members of the staff of the united

Nations, because the Headquarters of the United Nations being situated in the

United. States the problem is more acute there than in other countries._ In our

opinion, however, the policy we advise should be applied impartially. It would,

in our view, be equally wrong for the United Nations to employ, for example,

in a country with a communist regime, a person who is prepared to conduot
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activities regarded in that State as subversive even if the character and

antecedents of that person were regarded as being meritorious bY' the

generality of United States citizens.

We come now to the second question to be considered in this section of

our Opinion, namely, wt:tat sh~uld be the attitude of the Secretary-General
r

towards an officer who 'plead~ some constitutional privilege against answering

questions on the ground that &nswers might incriminate him with regard to

activities involving disloyalty to the United States. As 'We have said above,

in our opinion membership of the staff of the United Nations does not and

should not deprive the officer concerned of the constitutional or other legal

rights guaranteed to hill by the law of his host country, whether hi. own

country' or not. Nor should those rights be in s:ny way limited, abridged or

qualif'ied b7 reason of his membership of the staff of the United Nations.

This matter arises, with particular force in the United States of America,

where one of the constitutional rights t.hat mar be inVOked i8 a right guaranteed

to every American citizen or resident in the United States of America by the

Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States; although it is possible,

in our opinion, that similar questions might arise in other countries.

The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that no person

-shall be compelled in any criminal. case to be a witness against himself". This

protection maT be invoked not only' in the actual course of a criminal trial

but &1.eo in other proceedings 'Nhich 1I&T be precursory of criminal proceedings.

For example, this protection mJA7 be and has been invoked before the Special

Gr8Z1d Jury referred to above and also before the above-mentioned Sub-Comnittee

of the JUdiciar,r Committee of the United States Senate. It is commonly referred to

as "the privilege against .elf-incrimination" - a phrase we have ourselves used

above.
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In our opinion, a person It"ho invokes this privilege can only lawtulll' do

so in circumstances where the privilege exists. If in reliance upon this

prirllege a person refuses to answer a question, he is onl.7 just1:f'ied in doing

so if' he believes or is advised that in answering he lOuld become a witness

against himself. In oth~r worqs, there can be no justification for claiming this

privilege unless the person claiming the privileg~ believes or is advised that

his answer would be evidence against himself of the commission of some criminal

offence. It follows from this, in our opinion, that a person claiming this

privilege cannot thereatter be heard to sa)" that his answer if it had been g1.ven

would not have been s.aU-incriminatory. He is in the dilemma that either his

answer 'WOuld have been self-incriminatory or if not he has invoked his constitutional

privilege ldthout just cause. A.s, in our opinion, he cannot be heard to allege the

latter, he must by claimjng privilege be held to have admitted the former. Moreover,

the exercise of this privilege creates so strong a suspicion of guilt that the fact

of its exercise must be withheld from a jury in a criminal trial.

It is clear also that in add!tion to arousing a suspicion of guilt, the plea

of privilege may 'Well affect prospects of employment. The privilege is an absolute

right and it is legal in the United States to assert it, but it does not follow

that a witness claiming the privilege, whether he be a national of the United

States or otherwise surfers no ill consequences by the mere fact of his asserting

the privilege.

Indeed, in the United States much legislation has been passed restricting

federal, state, or municipal employment in the case of persons connected with

organisations declared subversive and machinery established to aseertain whether

such connection exists. We refer (inter &1.ia) to 5 U.S.C. Sec. llS (j), Executive

Order 9835 12 Federal Regulaticlns 1935, the Feinberg Law (Sec. 3022 of the

Education Law), 'The New York City Charter Sec. 903 and the Case of Adler v. Board

of Education 342 U.S. 485.
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There can be no doubt that in the United States of America it is not contral"7

to the Constitution for legislative or other consequences affecting employment

to follow from the exercise by an employee of some constitutional right (·r

privilege.

It appears to usf, therefore, that in cases where this privilege is invoked

in the United States, the Secretary-General must take notice of the fact and

be prepared to take the appropriate action.

What that appropriate action should be depends, we believe, upon the

nature of the question to which an answer has been refused. The particular

questions which we have to consider fall into two main classes:

(1) Questions whether the officer concemed. is or has been engaged in

espionage or other subversive activities in the United States ot

America, and

(2) Questions as to whether the officer concerned is or has at an:r time

been a member of the Communist Party in the United States or of

some other organization declared to be a subversive organization.

In our opinion if an otticer of the United Nations pleads privilege in

respect ot the first ot these categories of questions, the duty ot the Secret&r1'

General is clear. The otticer has refused to answer the question on the

only lawful ground open to him, name~, that in answering he would become a

witness against himself. In our opinion such a person is just a8 unsuitable

tor continued employment by 'the United Nations in the United States as one who had

actually been convicted, aDd hi. _plo;yment in the United Nations should not be

continued. We think also that this opinion 8hould app1Jr whether the question
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in respect of which privilege has been claimed relates to acts of the statf

mEmber concerned done before or after the conmencement of his emplo;yment by

the United Natione.

We have felt more difficulty in considering the second category of questions.

To be, or to have been ti member of the Communist PartY' in the United States or

of 80me other organization at the present t1Jlle declared subTersiTe in purSUlnc.

of the Internal Securit;r Act is not per se a criminal offence. The organizat1on

concerned ma;r not have been regarded as IIUbTersive .t the t1ae of m_bersh1p,

or, if it was, the officer concerned JJI&7 wen haTe chaaged his view ... cealed

to be a member. We have felt doubtful whether the Secret&l7-General should take

in such cases the same action we haTe reooDlllended "boTe with regard to the first

category- of questions. 5evertheless. the reasoning ldUch we baTe applied to

the first category of que stions constrains us to the new that our adnce with

regard to the second category of questions should be the same. In both ca.e.

the citizen is in the same dilsnma. Either his answer. would have incr1ainated

him or he had no right to claim priTUege. In neither ca••, in our opinion.

can he be heard to say that his resort to prinlege was urmecessar;y or

unjusi1tied.

If the Secretary-General accepts our a4Vice 1n this matter, lIhich we gl:n

with a graTe s .-Ise of responsibillt;r having regard to the huaan rights inV01Ted.,

we consider that he should in future JUke plain to the statf what the coneequ.ences

of pleading privilege mil' be so far as the officer' s ~101Jllent is concerned. The

decision whether or mt to plead privilege is one which must be taken by the officer

concerned with all its consequences for better or worse. Before cOll1ng to his

decision, the officer ought to be aware of all the consequences including the possible
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effect of his decisivn upon his continued employment with United Nations.

We turn now to the third question arising under t"his head,

namely, What policy should the Secretary~eneral follow if he has

reasonable ground for believing that an officer has engaged or is engaging

in aetivities invol'fing subversive activities in the United States.

This problem presents features which are not present in the

problems raised by the tl«> preceding questions. If either of those

questions arises the Secretary-General has direct evidence of what

happened. If there has been a conviction, the fact of the conviction

is a matter of public record and the crime in respect of Which there

has been a conviction is known. If the second question arises, the

claim of privilege is a matter of public record and the question in

respect of which the privilege has been claimed is also known. In

other words, the content of the infonnation received by the Secretary-

General is definite and the form in which it reaches him is known and

reliable. I'f the question to which 'We are now addressing ourselves arises,

the Secretary-General may be in possession of definite allegations

from a reliable source or inconclusive pieces of information from a reliable

source. Either type of infonnation may also come fran a source whose

reliability the Secretary-General. may have to investigate. In some cases

the Secretary-General may have to consider not only the reliability of the

source but the relevancy and reliability of the infor.mation provided

and may even have to make his own further inquiries. We do not

think that we can offer any advice as to a rule to be applied in such

cases beyond the very general advice that if the Secretary-General is

satisfied that he has reasonable ground for believing that a member of

the staff is engaging or is likely to engage in activities regarded. as
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disloyal by the host country, he should come to the conclusion that

the officer concerned should no longer be employed in that country.

Membership of a body declared subversive is not a crime but does in our

view sugsestthat th~ law of the United States of America regards a member

as a potent1a1.ly unreliable citizen. Bo such person should be employed

by the United Bations without special enquiry. Such a conclusion should

only be CaDe to however after a proper opportunity has been given to the

officer concerned to state his case.

As to the substance of the matter we do not feel able to

assist beyorxi giving certain illustrations of the matters which might

arise and the way in vilich the Secretary-General should in our opinion

approach them. As to the procedure to be followed. we feel able to make

certain recommendations.

We give the following cases 8S being illustrations of our view:

1. A responsible organ of one of the Member States informs

the Secretary-General that an officer is or has been a member of

an organization declared subversive in that state, or informs

the Secretary-General that after due consideration a passport has

been refused. We do not consider that the Secretary-General should

act solely on such a conclusion communicated in such a fonn.

To do so would be to offend against the cardinal principle that

the Secretary-General should not be subjected. to instructions from a
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Member State. Nevertheless, the receipt of such a communication

from a responsible organ of government of one of the Manber

States clearly, in our view, necessitates a full inquiry

into the circumstances by the Secretary-General. He would
r

be greatly he:lped in such an inquiry if the Member State

in question could see its way to give to the Secretary-General

not only the general conclusion but also the evidence upon

which the Member State has come to that conclusion. It

appears to us to be highly desirable that where this is

legally possible, it should. be done, and that where it is not

legally possible, the legal impediment should, if possible,

be removed. It appears to us that to put the Secretary-

General on inquiry and to withhold the evidence places him

in a position of great embarrassment. Nevertheless, if the

evidence cannot be made available, the Secretary-General

must, we think, make the best inquiries he can and form the

best conclusion he can on the information available. If he

comes to a conclusion in a case where the evidence has not

been made available, it should not be open to the Member State

to criticize his decision.

2. An officer decides that in some proceeding in the

United States he will not plead his constitutional privilege

but answers questions which reveal that at some, time he has
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been a member of some organization declar" subversive. In this

casE" we think that the Secretary-General. is immediately put upon

i1lquiry. It mq be that the admissions of the officer concerned are

in themselves sufficient to justify the Secretary-General in coming

to a conclusion. -f It ma.y be that they are insufficient for this

purpose in which case a full inquiry should be conducted. Where

there has been a public admission of this kind we feel that it 'WOuld

be right and prudent for the officer concerned to be suspended trom

duty pending the outcome of the inquiI7.

3. If the allegation against an officer is merely" that at

some time in the past he has been a member of an organization

declared by law to be subversiva by the host COlmtry our opinion

is:

(a) that that fact should not in itself' justify dismissal

but"

(b) that it alw8.1"s should put the SecretaJ:"1'-General upon

inquiry.

Our reason for making this recomendation is that membership of such

an organization may mean different things in different cases.

As we have stated above, a finding that an officer is at

the present time an active member of the CommwUllt Party of the

United States of America is incompatible with his continued
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employment by the United Nations in the host countIjr. On the

other hand, membership in a Communist Party may be an essential

feature in the loyalty to his own state of an officer employed

by the United_Natio~s. As another ey~ple, an officer may

have been a member of a Communist Party at some time in the

belief that that course was the only one open to him if he

desired t.o take part in some underground movement against the

Fascist or Hazi tyraIlI'lY. Or yet again, an officer may well

have been a member of a Communist Party in the past and

genuinely renounced the party as a result of his experiences.

rfhe zeal of converts is not a thing lightly to be thrown away

though the sincerity of conversion may well be the subject

of anxious enquiry.

As to procedure we have formed the opinion:

1 •. That the decision must be the responsibility

of the Secretary-General; and

2. That the existing procedure of the Joint

Appeals Board and the Administrative 'l'ribunal is not suitaba

to deal with the cases we are examining under this question.

It i8~ in our opxnion, a matter for consideration whether

the Secreta~J-General s~ou~ not be called upon to act entirelY

on his ovm. responsihility in such cases without the aid of any other

body. ',le have come to the conclusion that such a course is inadvisable

for two reasons. The first reason is that it migpt subject the Secretary-
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General to direct pressure from individual Hember states which is

contrary to the spirit and letter 'of the Charter. The second is that

in difficult matters of ~11is kind the staff are in rnlr opinion entitled

to be assured that their case has had.a full hearing at which they have
r

had an opportunity of stating their case.

We consider, therefore, that the Secretary-General in

these cases concerning officers with pe~anent contracts or fixed ter.m

contracts which have not expired should be assisted by an advisory panel

who should deal \'lith the matter in private and give to the Secretary-General

an opinion which would be advisory only. 1;Te consider that the best

fonn of advisory panel would be two very senior officers of the

Secretariat staff with an independent chainnan to be selected by

the Secretary-General after consultation with the appropriate bodies

representing the staff.

We are fUrther ot the opin1OJ1 that it the 8ecretary-Ge:aeral acts

1n a particular case atter receiving advice froa this panel (whether he acts

on it or not) the Joint Appeals Board should accept his decision and should
.,

not consider themaelves to be entitled to reopen the -.tter. We have no

right to suggest what should be the attitude ot the AdJa1nistrative Tribunal,

which is an independent Jud.1c1al body, but we find it difficult to believe

that they would not accept a conclusion come to 1n such a manner. In the

event, hovever, of the AdDL1n1strative Tribunal not accepting a decision and

ordering re-instatement we consider that the Secretary-General should exercise

his right to refuse re-instatement leaving the AdDL1n1strative Tribunal to

assess damages, if any. In any event we think that the Secretary-QeDeral
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should refuse to lay before the Joint Appeals Board or the

Administrative Tribunal the information laid before the Advisory

Panel. We believe that this provision is essential if the Secretary-

General is to continue to receive the infozmation from organs of

government of the Msnber States which he ou~t to receive. That

information will hardly be forthcoming if there is any risk of its

becoming public property.

In this section we have been dealing with the principles

we recommend the Secretary-General to adopt in dealing with existing

staff. We need hardly add that in our opinion he should apply the

sane principles in engaging new staff.

v.
DO UNITED NATIONS IM1IIJNITlES BEAR ON

THESE QUESTIONS?

The question of what privileges and immunities are enjoyed

by members of the staff of the United Nations involves an exhaustive

study of numerous documents. Moreover, these questions have received

considerable public attention ani as we have said above there appears
I

to be a gocxi deal of confusion in the public mini concerning them.

We have therefore felt it our duty to examine these questions with some

thoroughness. In a separate document ve present the results of

our study. We have cane to the conclusion, however, that there is

no inmunity or privilege available to any member of the staff of

the United Nations which would enable him to escape the consequences
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of the actions we have been considering. We have therefore felt

it desirable not to deal at length in the main body of our opinion

with this matter. An additional reason for relegating our views

on these questions to a separate document is that we believe that a

disproportionate amount of attention has been paid to this aspect of

the matter. In our opinion there is no immunity or privilege

enl:i-0yed by any member of the United Nations staff behind which he

could shelter if brought to account on any charge of his taking part

in subversive activities against the United States of America.

VI.

DO THE EXISTIID STAFF RmULATIONS qa RULES AND
PRCCEDURE m-rP011'ER THE SIDRETARY-GENERAL TO CARRY
OUT THE POLICY WE RECOMMEND HE SHOULD FOW:W AND

. IF NOT WHAT AMENDMENl'S WOULD BE REMUIRED TO THOSE
RIDULATIONS OR RULES ro GlYE HIM THE NIDESSARY POWERS?

There can, we think, be no doubt that the rights of the

staff in matters of their employment are contractual and that the terms

of the contract are to be found in the staff Regulations and the

Rule s promulgated as Staff Rules in pursuance of the regulation s.

The present Staff Regulations are those adopted by the General Assembly

at its 372nd meeting on 2 February 1952. The basic dutie s of
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the staff' are laid do'WIl in Article I, the relevant provisions

of' which are 1.4 and 1.8.

Article 1.4 is in the following tems:

"MEmbers of the Secretariat shall conduct
-themsel-yes at' all times in a manner befitting their
status 8.S international civil se,,-vants. They shall
not engage in' any activity that is incompatible with
the proper discharge of their duties with the United
Nations. They shall avoid any action and in particular
any kind of public pronouncement which may adversely
reflect on their status. While they are not. expected
to give up their national sentiments or their political
and religious convictions, they shall at all times
bear in mind the reserve and tact incumbent upon them
by reason of their international status. II

Article 1.8 is in the following terms:

"The immunities and privileges attached to the
United Nations by virtue of Article 105 of the Charter
are conferred in the interests of the Organization.
These privileges and immunities furnish no excuse to
the staff members who enj oy them for non-performance
of their private obligations or failure to observe
laws and police regulations. In any case where these
privileges and immunities arise, the staff member
shall immediately report to the Secretary-General, with
whom alone it rests to decide whether they shall be
waived."

Members of the staff receive three kinds of appointment:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Appointment to a permanent appointment.

Appointment for a fixed term.

Appointment for an indefinite period (sometimes
referred to as temporary indefinite appointment).
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Article U sets out the circumstances in which the

Secretar,y-General may terminate the appointment of a staff member.

The relevant provisions are as follows:

"9.l(a) The Secretary-General may terminate
the appointment of a staff member who holds a permanent
appoiptment and whose probationary period has been
completed, if the necessities of the service require
abolition of the post or reduction of the staff, if
the services of the individual concerned prove
unsatisfactory, or if he is, for reasons of health,
incapacitated for further service.

tt (b) The Secretary-General mar terminate
the appointment of a staff member with a fixed-tem
appointment prior to the expiration date for any of
the reasons specified in paragraph (a) above, or for
such other reason as may be specified in the letter
of appointment.

n(c) In the case of all other staff members,
including staff members serving a probationary period
for a permanent appointment, the Secretary-General may
at any time terminate the appointment, if, in his
opinion, such action would be in the interest of the
United Nations."

Article X authorises swmnary dismissal by the Secretary-General

in the case of serious misconduct (faute gr&ve).

Staff members whose appointments are terminated under

Article IX are entitled to termination indemnity at rates

specified under the Regulations.
...

If the policy we have recommended above can be carried

out without amendment to the Staff Regulations we think it .

very desirable that no amendment of those Regulations should

be asked for. We make this recommendation for the following

reasons:
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(l) The present Regulations and the statf Rulee

set up an administrative code carefu11.y' designed to secure both

adequate freedan of action in disciplinary matters for the

Secretary-Gener&1 and, adequate protection for the statf' against
r

arbitrary action. We, should be loath to recommend rm:y alteration

of this carefully planned BYetem unless we thought it absolut~

essential.

(2) The staff appear to us to be suffering from con-

siderable tension by reason of the events which we have

described above as forming the background. of our mission. In

our opinion it would be unfair to the staff and against the interest,

of harmonious am efficient working if the moral. of the staff were

furtner undennined by an amendment of the Regulations which might

deprive them of or diminish the protection they have under the

existing code.

(,) An amendment of the Regulations of a temporary

ch~ac~er should only be asked for if it were necessar,y to deal Mith
\

some special emergency. The problems with which we have to deal do

not, in our opinion, fall into this category. They have existed in

the past and the Secretary-General has taken active measures to deal

with them. They are continuing in the present and the Secretary-General

is continuing to take active steps to deal with them. The problem,

will no doubt continue so long as the United Nations continues to

embrace as members States with widely differing or conflicting

philosophies of life.
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(4) In the course ot our investigations we have seen

nothing to suggest that the problems submitted to us arise with regard

to anything more than a emall proportion of the staff. It woul.d, in

our opinion, be a mistake to ask for an amendment of the Regulations

which would inevitablJ" apply to all the staff when the problem appears

to be essentially cireumscribed in area.

Nevertheless, had we formed the opinion that some amendment

of the Regulations was required in order to enable the policy we have

recCJllllended to be adopted by the Secretar.r-General, we should not have

hesitated to make such a recommendation. We have, in fact, formed a

contrary· opinion. Should, however, the Secretary-General act on our

advice and subsequently find that the Administrative Tribunal consistently

took a different view, we recognize that it might become necessary for

him to ask for amendments.

In our opinion, all the articles of the staif Regulations must

be read. together. In particular we think it would be en error of construction

to read Article 9.1 and Article 10 in isolation from Articles 1.4 and 1.8.

If one were to read Article 9.1 and Article 10 in isolation from Articles 1.4

and l.a, it would appear that the Secretary-General woul.dhave no power to

terminate the appointment of a staff member holding a pennanent or fixed

tenn appointment for a direct breach of the fund~ental obligations of that

member under Articles 1.4 and 1.8, unless it could be held to constitut~

serious misconduct under Article 10 or same other circumstances justifying
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dismissal under Article 9. Such a contention could lead to absurd

conclusions. For example, it would lead to the conclusion that a

permanent official serving a long tem of impri sonment for some criminal

offence co~tted prior to his joining the staff would be no ground. for

dismissal.· It woUld not be serious misconduct, we think, under

Article 10, and mere absence from work through imprisonment is not

referred to in Article 9.1 although absence from work for health reasons

is so mentioned.

We are of the opinion that Article 9 authorizes the Secretary

General to tenninate appointments for the reasons specified in that

Article which are reasons over and above such reasons as the failure

of a staff member to comply with his fundamental obligations. Some such

failures could no doubt be dea.lt with under Article 10 but some could not.

Our view is confimed by a close rea.ding of Article 9.1 (a) and (b), the

reasons for dismissal stated, in which all relate to matters of internal

organization and conduct.

We have come to the conclusion, therefore, that a fundamental

breach by a staff member of his obligations laid down in Articles 1.4 and

1.8 is intended to be dealt with by the Secretary-Crt!neral on his own

responsibility, although in many cases such a fundanental breach would

also be serious misconduct under Article 10. We think also that the

provisions with regard to tennination indemnity contained, in Annex III

to the Regulations apply only in cases arising under Article 9.1 and not

in cases of fundamental breaches of Articles 1.4 or 1.8 or in the case of
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disnrl.ssal under Article 10. We think, however, that the appeal

procedure laid down in Article 11 would apply in all cases of dismissal

whether under Article 9.1, Article 10 or otherwise. In other words,

'I
I

a staff member dismissed for a fundamental breach of his obligations

under Article 1.4 ~r Article 1.8 would have the right of arguing before

the Administrative Tribumll against the Secretary-General's action.

We now proceed to apply this opinion to the three classes of

cases we have dealt with above. We are of opinion that for a staff

member to be convicted of an offence of which an essential ingredient

is subversive actiTity in the host state (whether his own state or not)

would be a fundamental breach of Article 1.4 and Article 1.8. If the

act in respect of which the conviction took place occurred during the

period of emploYJl}.ent with United Nations, it would also, we think, be

serious misconduct under Article 10. If the officer were holding a

temporary appointlDllnt it could also be dealt with under Article 9.1(c).

Where a staff member pleads privilege against self-incrimination we think

that he is in fundamental breach of Article 1.4 on the ground that that

action is presumptive evidence of an activity incompatible with the proper

discharge of his duties and is also an action which may adversely reflect

on his status as an international civil servant. This opinion applies

whether the question relates to acts performed before or after his becoming

an employee. A temporary employee could also be dealt nth umer

Article 9.1(c). As to the third· class of case, we are of opinion that if

the form of enquiry we hllve recommended above results in the Secretary-General'l

being satisfied that the staff member is engaging in subversive act!v.tties

in the host Siate (whether his own state or not), the same considerations

should apply. It it results in a finding less than this but still
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in the opinion of the Secretary-General justifying dismissal on the ground

that there is a risk of the staff member engaging in such subversive

activities the same considerations, in our opinion, applT. In the laat

resort if the Admi_nistra..tive Tribunal disagrees with the act.1.on of the
r

Secretary-General, the Secretary-General should apply to the Tribunal to

substitute damages for reinstatement.

It will be observed that, in our opinion, it would be necessar.r

to r ely upon the 5ecretary-Genera1' s inherent right. to terminate a contract

for fundamental breach under .Article 1.4 or Article 1.8 onl7 in cases of

officere holding pennanent. or fixed tem appointments whose actions could not

be said to constitute serious misconduct un1er Article 10.•

So far as temporary appointments are coneemed, we can see no

difficulty. !rtiele 9.1 (c) appears to have been fraaed upress4r 80 a.

to give the 5ecretary-General discretion to diSlllis. staff whom he

considers unsuitable. The Secretary-General, of course, should not proceed

arbitrarily. We c an find nothing in the proovisions governing the Statute

of the Tribunal to suggest that the AdministratiT6 Tribunal has power to

pass upon the adequacy of the Secretary-General's reasons for exercising

his eliscretion.

VII.

IMMUNITY IN RESPECT OF UNITID NATIONS ARCHIVES

All the relevant documents declare the archives of the

United Nations to be "inviolable". In our opinion the Sec~tary-Gener.al

should never waive this privilege. Indeed, we doubt whether he has 8JJ7
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power to .do so. This matter is dealt 'With in the separate document

referred to above.

VIII.

PASSPORTS AND LAISSEZ-PASSER

We have given particular attention to this matter which, in our

opinion, raises complicated and difficult questions of .law and practice.

We have presented our conclusions upon this matter in an annex to this'

Opinion rather than overburden the body of the Opinion 'With too much detail.

IX.

CO}{;LUSIONS

Your questions do not raise the question of the position of

the staff of delegations of Member States to the United Nations and we

have not therefore dealt with these. It appears to us that their

position IIlUst be regulated by the normal rules of diplomatic procedure.

Their starf are not staff of the United Nations and any questions 'With

regard to the position of thdir starf should, in our opinion, be dealt 'With

as between the government e concerned.

We believe that in what we have said above we have answered

all the questions you put to us and which we set out in the preliminary

section of this Opinion. If we have not followed the precise order of

your questions it 1. because we felt it l«>uld be helpful if we could

enunciate certein principles in the light of which your questions should
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be answered. We found in practice that our pursuit of this object

required us to approach your questions in a somewhat different order

from that in which they were proposed.

We have tried to demonstrate that in our opinion all the problems

put to us, which a.x:ise di.rectly out of the relationship of an inter-

national body and its host country, are amenable to rational and

legal treatment. We do not flatter ourselves, however, that the purely

legal approach is the only approach required if harmonious relations are

to be established and maintained. We believe that the existing legal

framework is adequate to contain harmonious relationships but whether

they in fact exist depends mainly upon a good understanding as to the

necessities of the international organization and its staff on the one hand,

and the necessities of the host country on the other.

The necessities of the international organization include the

necessary independence of action required if the staff of the United

Nations is to be a truly international civil service responsible to

the United Nations in respect of its work. It must be recognized that

this international civil service will inevitabJ,y include persons whose

political, social, economic and philosophical outlook differ from the

beliefs and sentiments of many American citizens.

<Xl the other hand, we believe that all members of the staff

of the United Nations while living and working in the United states must

wholeheartedly accept and abide by the laws of the host country whose
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protection they enjoy even if" some of those laws run contrary to tne

beliefs and sentiment s of some members of the staff. If, within the legal

framework we have tried to describe in this Opinion, members of the

staff of the United NatiQns as .an intemational civil service realize

and give effect in their personal lives to the principles we have enunciated

and the disciplinary policy of the Secretary...General towards that staff

is arranged accordingly, we see no reason why American public opinion

should fe~r the presence in their midst of international civil servants

notwithstanding the fact that some of them may have beliefs and sentiments

which an American citizen wuld, with justification, regard as un...AD1erican.

It is in the hope that by clarifying the issues of law and

policy which appear to us to be involved, we msy be able to contribute

something towards this end, that we have ventured to express our views

in a reasoned Opinion.

"rt.
J.q /Y,y~~ 19$~·2..
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Issuance of passports or laissez-passer to United Nations officials

The question dealt 'With in the present Annex is expressly settled by Article

VII of the London ConVEntion, in the following terms:

Section 24. The United Nations may issue United Nations laissez
passer to its officials. These laissez-passer shall be recognized
and accepted as vallc;l travel documents by the authorities of Members"
taking into account the provisions of Section 25.

Section 25. Applications for visas (where required.) from the holders
of the United Nations laissez-passer, when accompanied by a certificate
that they are travelling on the business of the United Nations, shall
be dealt with as speedily as possible. In addition, such persons shall
be granted facilities for spe~ travel.

These provisions have the effect of creating a new travel document called

"United Nations laissez-passer".

For this limited purpose, the United Nations has been accorded. one of the

attributes of sovereignty.

This conferment is fully justified and is in accordance with the engagements

of a general character undertaken by the Member States, in Particular in Articles

100 and 105 of the Charter. Let us recall Article 100" paragraph 2, and Article

105" paragraph 1:

Article 100

2. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the
exclusiv~ international character of the responsibilities of the
Secretary-General and the staff and not to seek to influence them
in the discharge of their responsibilities.

Article 105

1. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its
Members such privileges and imrmmities as are necessary for the ful
filment of its purposes.

We have been informed that up to the present the validity of this laissez

passer has been recognized without any difficulty both by the Member States who

have formally acceded to the London Convention and by other States on whose

-- ._-._--------~
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territory United Nations officials have had occasion to travel (except for

what will be said below with regard to the United States of America).

It is obvious that, in the case of States which have not ratified the

London Convention, the allowance of free entry and exit to persons who have

only a United Nations laissez-passer is only a matter of sufferance. It is

sufficient to take note that this sufferance exists and for the present

meets the needs of the situation. The solution of the difficulties which

may arise if a Member State where to abandon it would have to be sought in

accordance with the particular circumstances of the case.

It is our task, however, to throw light on the problem with respec;t

to the United States of America.

It must be reiterated that the United States has not acceded. to the

London Convention.

We have been informed that instances have occurred when the Department

of state has refused to issue passports to American citizens who are members

of the Staff of the United. Nations, and have been entrusted by that Organization

with official missions abroad.

Under the American law, it is a criminal offense for an American citizen

to leave the territory of the United States without & valid passport (22

U.S. Code, Sections 224, 225 and 227), unless the Secretary of State has, in

a particular case, authorized the specific travel without a passport (22

C.F.R. 532 (f)).

This is the expedient mch has been resorted to in eases where, although

a passport has been denied, the Secretary-General of the United Nations has

insisted on the position that the trip of the designated official 'Was essential.,
to the interests of the United Nations.

.../
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It cannot be considered as a solution which is .satisfactory for the

United Nations to have general. recourse to this expedient, which depends in

the last analysis on a favorable decision of the Department of State.

Assuredly, the solution of the difficulty is at present facilitated
. .

by the regu.'atloos reqently put into force by the Department of State.

(Federal Register, Volume 17, No. 173, pp. 8013-4, September 1952, 22 crn

51-153 ff.).

According to the tenns of these regulatioos, a ~rson to lh om a pass-

port has been denied is entitled to present his case to the Passport Division

and, if the iss\,18D.ce is still refused, to appeal to an organ composed of

officials of the Department of State for whose decision reasons must be

given, as with the decisions of a court.

It seems however that the complainant, though he must be heard, has

no right to know the charges which have been made again1Jt him.

The classes of persons to whom passports are to be denied in the

national interest, under the new procedure (22 CFR 51.135), are as follows:

(a) Persons who are n:embers of the Communist Party or
who have recently tenninated such membership under such circum
stances as to warrant the Ifonclusion - not otherwise rebutted by
the evidence - that they continue to act in further~ce of the
interests and under the discipline of the Communist Party;

(b) Persons, regardless of the formal state of their
affiliation with the Communist Party, who engage in activities
which support the Communist movement under such circumstances
as to warrant the conclusion - not otherwise rebutted by the
evidence - that they have engaged in such activities as a result
of direction, domination, or control exercised over them by the
Communist movement;

(c) Persons, regardle~ of the formal state of their
affiliation with the Communist Party, as to whom there is reason
to believe, on the balance of all the egidence, that they are
going abroad to engage in activities which will advance the
Communist movement for the purpose knowingly and wilfully of
advancing that movement.
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dithout doubt the United Nations has in the past been justified in

relying on the provisions of the Agreement between the United Nations and

the United States on the headquarters, and it is certainly well grounded

in invoking them in ~e future when difficulties are made with respect to

the travel of officials of the Secretariat.

As has been noted above, this Agreement has the force of law and as

long as it exists, the Department of State has no right to restrict its

effects by regulations or administrative decisions.

But it will be noticed that if according to the terms Qf this Agreement,

American officials of the United Nations are assimilated to foreigners, the

exemption from the application of laws and regulations regarding entry and

residence on American territory is not unrestricted. These restrictions

are set out in section 1J and cover the case in which persons who enjoy the

exemption abuse their privileges by carrying on in the territory of the

United States activities which are outside their official character.

The withdrawal of privileges is subjected to safeguards, which consist

in the facts that (1) the ld thdrawal is made conditional upon the prior

approval of the Secretary of State of the United States; (2) such approval

can be given only after prior consul-tation with the Member State or

organization concerned; and (J) as regards officials of the United Nations,. the

Secretary-General of the Organization has the right to appear on behalf of

'the official in any proceedings.

Considering that the headquarte~s of the United Nations and its numerous

staff are located in the territory of the United States, can greater pri'Vileges

reasonably be demanded?
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In this regard, it will be noted that the recent American passport

regulations provide tor a tloiOfold appeal, with the object ot avoiding

possible mistakes and abu8es ofauthorit7 b7 the Department of State,

and a180 that the reasons *7 passpo1"t.s must be denied under these new

regulations relate to th'"e case in which an American citizen engages in

activities which are considered subversive by the canpetent authorities.

It Jm1st be concluded that in the future cases of denial of passpo1"t.s

will be on the same footing &s cases dealt with in the main part of our

report.. (See pages 29 at seq.)

For these reasons we are of the opinion that, practically speaking,

there is no ground to recanmend arry amendments to the present legislation

and regulations governing the issuance of passports to American citizens

who are members of the United Nations staff•

..._--,_~._---
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ADDRESSED TO THE
STAFF OF THE SECRETARIAT OF THE UNITED NATIONS

On 23 October 1952, I announced that I would submit to a group of jurists

fram three Member countries, for advice, certain issues arising out of the

hearings of the United S:ates ·Senate Sub-Committee on Internal Security. The

¢ommission of Jurists met for the first time on 14 November, and presented its

opinion to me on Saturday, 29 November.

I am very grateful to the jurists for having dealt so thDDoughly within a

very short time with the complicated and important problems submitted to them.

I have carefully studied the opinion they have presented. I have decided

to use the conclusions and recommendations of this opinion as the basis of my

personnel policy in discharging the responsibilities entrusted to me by the

Charter and staff regulations of the United Nations.

In pursuance of the recommendation of the jurists, I propose to establish

within a few days an advisory panel to assist me in dealing with specific cases

in accordance with the opinion.

It is my earnest hope that on this basis it will be possible for the

United Nations and the host country by mutual efforts to maintain harmonious

relationships on matters affecting the staff of the Secretariat which, in the

words of the opinion, t1de~nd mainly upon a good understanding as to the

necessities of the international organization and its staff on the one hand,

and the necessities of the host country on the other ll
•



1. Page '19, ~st 11~:

Replaoe the words "8lV activit1es resarded as dIsloyal' by the host oountr,"

b1 the words:

"8J11 subvers1ve aot1T1tIes asainst the host country".

2. J!J3e 20) title of section IV. oecsnd 1~:

Replace the words lIof disloyalty to t;he host countl'1" by the wards:

"ot esp100age or subversive act1vities asainst the host country".

3. PaBe 24, e1ghth 1:1:.!!!:
Replace the words ltact1T1ties involvina disloyalty to the United States"

br the wO!'ds:

"subversi?8 act1vit1es or espionage against the United statesA
•

It.. Pam?2 I flrst line:

Replaoe the word. "disloyal" by the Word:

"subftrslvett •

,<i .

I:,.

. \

<>PIIlOR a, THE C<l4MISSIOH CiI enmmrs
Ccm'1gendum

Note bY the secre~:.GenereJ.

The members at the Ccmnias10n at J\u:eIats baTe,
,atter cCll.sultatlon &mQ."16 themselves, requested that
the follow1ns corrections be Dade in the OpinIon at
the Ccma18SIori at 29 Ncmtm1>er 1952, dIstrIbuted br
the Seoretal'1-General to the delegatlcns far theIr
IntoruatIcn on 5 llecember 1952 In doc~nt NIHI/51.
These correctIons, which vill be inserted 1n a
rev1sed ed1tIonof the OpinIon ba..-e been explained

.' 1n letters to the Seol"eta17-Ceneral, ene f'rca ·Sir
~ ··Edwin Herbert am another trOll Ml-. William D.

M1tohell. :Both letters ar.e reproduced in the annex
attaohed hereto. Protessar Paul Veldeltens bas

'. 1nd1cated tbat he CCllcurs In the view of the other
tvo members of the COJIIIl1sslon.

\,f '\

'/,,' . ~'

52-12160



1. J:etter fran Slr Edwin B!Q!rt, da~ed 8 Decembe£ 12'2, to the Secretarz
Gene1'81

IV attentiat has been 4rawn to the use in a tfN plaoes in cur Opinion

dated 29 Ncmtmber 1952 at the phra18 "418101&1t, to the hoat countl'1", 01'

eaaevbat sim1lar pbra8ea.

We used these phrall!l88 Which include the word "41&1ota1t,· becauae that ward

i. use4 in some ot the question8 you put to us.

19 attential bas been drawn to the fact that SaDe readers at our Opln1an

ha.... aS8WIII!!d that we intended S<1Ile dlst1nctl"1 between th1s word "dlsloyalt,·

and the phrase we han IIIOl"e usuall3' adopted, name~ "8Qb~81" activit!el".

I think that the eenera1 tencr of em- report should _ke 1t clear that

what we had 1n ID1nd wao the proposlt1C11 that persCI18 or tha,.taft at tbe

l1n1ted NatlQ1B should nat ensaee in act1vities reprded ae subftrsl'ft by the

law of the host cOWltry. I knar that you read our Op1n1on in 1tl lntencled

sense, but SOlE misunderstanding bavine arleen in 8(118 1II1nde, I think It rigbt

to DBtoe 1t plain that 1n our thought r'd1.101&1t1" and "eulmtr81ve activit1e."

are syn~ous terms, ard the f«.4JDer term Is not intended to oonnote &n:1 wider

ar vaguer conception than the 181;ter.

2. Iettg from Mr. W1lliam D. Mitchell, date 9 December 12'2' to th!
~a17-General

Yesterday Sir Edwin Herbert t:91cphCl'led me about SOID8 phrase. 1n our report

that need clarit1oat100, and be read to me a letter he was sen41ns to 1011 on

the subJect, which I appraye. I tee1, horever, that cople. at the report

OUBht to be altered to conform with this Idea. Othe2W1se, 1t we send Qlt the

report as it stands without copies of h1s letter to you on the SUbJect, ccmtus10r

will result, but I thtnk the eafe course 1s to make the necelS81"1 car'l'ectlOfts

in the body of th" report betore copies are 88Oe%'&111 dlstl"ibuted.

The point is that in the report 'the phrase "d1elCJ181 to the Govemment.

ot the United States" is used as a cr1me cOlllDitted b7 c1tl£ens at othel" nat1008.

110 1s apparent that no Rrlt<Xl or FrenchDBn, tar e_mple,. can be d1810:1&1 to the

Umted States because he does nat eMe us alleg1ance I and the CI1l¥ people Who

can be disloyal to the thited state. are citizens of the thited State., Who

do are us allegiance.
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I think th18 mretate 1n the report deftloped :h'aa the tact that we w.,.
'"1'1 DI1lch pressed ter ti.- last SatUl'da7 in ~sett1ne out a cb'af't at the set

deadline Saturdal e"9'enins, and I am retum1126 to 10U herewith a cop, of the
report in which I have noted alteratitl18 ell peees 19, 20, 24 ana 29, which
explain tl:8msel'fes.

Sir Edwin has retum:a. to Jngland, and poee1b17 70U will ba'Ve to CCJftm1cate

With him before a~ alterat10ns are made 1n the bcd,. of the repo1"t. I haft

~rled to IIBIIII the corrections in the 1'l)port cmform w1th the eubetance at hi.

letter to 1011 on the subject.
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GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

Dist.
GEiJEHAL

A!INF!51
5 December 1952

ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

t NOTE BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

The Secretary-General hae the honour to transmit herewith for the

information of delegations:

(1) A copy of' the opinion of the Commission of' Jurists which he appointed

on 20 October 1952 to advise him on certain issues arising out of

the hearings of' the United States Senate Sub-Committee on Internal

Security; and

(2) A statement which the Secretary-General has addressed to the staff'

of the Secretariat concerning his use of' that opinion.

5 December 1952

52-11923



OPINION OF COH1-1ISSION OF JURISTS

Secretary-General,
United Nations.

I.

PRELn-1mARY

You have asked us to advise you on the following questions

with respect to staff members of United States nationality.

(i) Is it compatible with the conduct required of a

staff member for him to refuse to answer a question

asked by an authorized organ of his zovernment on

the ground of the constitutional privilege against

self-incrimination?

(ii) vlhat effect should be given by the Secretary-General

to the refusal of the United States Government to

issue a passport to a staff member for purposes of

official travel?

(iii) In view of the Charter requirements and the Staff

Regulations, l'that action should the Secretary-General

take when he receives information fron p,n official

source of the United States Government that a staff

member of U.S. citizenship is al:le ged to be disloyal

to his government?
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(iv) In the course of enquiries by agencies of the

u.s. Government, should the Secretary-~neralmake

available archives of the Organization or authorize

staff members to respond to questions involving

confidential information relating to official acts?

(v) If it appears that the Secretary-General possesses no

present authority to dismiss holders of permanent

appointments on evidence of subversive activities against

their country or refusal to deny such activities, what

new leea1 steps would be necessary and effective to

confer such authority?

For the purpose of our en(~.liry, we have had before us a

Statement of Facts prepared by your staff before our arrival which drew

our attention to nwnerous relevant events, facts and documents. We have

given due consideration to this Statement of Facts which was of assistance

to us. In the circumstances, hOl-/ever, we have felt it advisable to undertake

our own independent review of the situation rather than to rely solely upon

a Statement of Facts prepared by the staff of the United Nations helpful as

WP. found this to be.

In the course of this examination we have examined with care

(inter ~) the follovrlnr, documents:

(1) The Charter of the United Nations.

(2) The Convention on the Privileges and Imnunities of the
United Nations, adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations on 13 February 1946.
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(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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An At;reement bet"reen the United Nations and
the United states of .~rica regarding the
Headquarters of the united Nations.

The Staff ~tagulations of the United I'lations
adopted b;,r Eesolution 590(VI) of the General
~sseiUb:l:-Y on 2 February 1952.

The staff Rules of the United Nations
promulgated by the Secreta~J-General.

The Statute of the United Nations Administrative
Tribunal, adopted by the General Assembly by
Resolution 35l(IV) of 24 November 1949.

All decisions up to date of the United Nations
Administrative Tribunal.

All decisions up to date of the Joint 1ppeals Board.

Various instructions issued by the Secretary-Generat i

to the staff of the Secretariat and public statements
made by the Secretary-General.

Stenographic transcripts of hearinGs before toe
Sub-Conmittee to investigate the administration
of the Internal Security Act and other internal
security laws of the Committee on the Judiciary
of the United States Senate.

The Internal Security Act, 1950.

The International Organizations Imnnmities Act.

Various statutorY and other provisions in cases
decided in the courts of the United States.

•

In addition to the foregoing documents, we have had the advantage

of studying various decisions of the International Court of Justice which,

though not directJ.y in point, bear upon the subject-matter of our enquiry,

a number of contributions to legal journals, and numerous decisions of

the United States courts •
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l'fe have also received, at our request, from members of your

staff numerous verbal and other communications on particular points upon

which we desired factual information. We desire to record our gratitude

to cUI the members of your staff concerned who have mom readily and

freely given us all ~the help we asked for. We think we should also

record that no member of your staff has in any way attempted to put

forward any views upon the questions referred to us or attempted to

influence our opinion. 'The views we express in this Opinion are, we

are glad to say, the unanimous views of all of us. They are put forward

ent~ely on our own reEp onsibility and no member of your statf is in .a:rry

way implicated in or comnitted by them.

At an early stage of our enquiry certain mattAJre became evident

to us. These matters are as follows:

(a) The difficulties to which your questions relate

all arise out of the peculiar relationship 'Which must exist

between an international body such as the United Nations and

the lvIember State within whose borders that international body

works, a relationship which evidently reqUil'es exceptional tact

and discretion on the part of' both the interna.tional body am

its staff on the one hand, and the "host country" on the other,

if conflict is to be avoided and the international body is to

be able to perform its proper functions. An international body

must have a home in some Tlhost country." ~fuat mutual tolerances

are needed if this relationship is to b e satisfactory?
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(b) While this relationship is particularly conspicuous in the

country in which the Headquarters of the United Nations is situated,

it is not wholly confined to that country (the United States of America).
- - .

Similar questions may arise in greater or lesser degree in other countries

in loIhich staff of the United Nations may be located, either temporaril.y or

permanently. In approaching, therefore, the relationship between the

United Nations and the United States of America, we have been careful

not to overlook the consequences in otner countries of any opinions we

may rorm.

(e) On the other hand, it is clear to us that no problem is

I I
I I

presented to the SecretaI"Y'-General by the presence on the Secretariat

Staff of a pereon who is willing to observe the laws of the host country

merely' by reason of the fact that owing to sane change of regime in his

own count17 he is deprived of hie eitizenship or is regard.ed by the new

regime as an unsatisfactory citizen. We need ha.rdly say that equa:uY

such a person hall no right to go outside his official duties and engage

in subvereive activities against his own state or former state, or indeed

aI1T member 6t.ate.

(d) Although your questions relate in terms epecifically to United

Statelf nationals who ere also MElIlbers of your staff, we have found it

impracticable to deal with that subject without taking into account also the
I

poaition of members of your staff of other nationalities 'Who are resident

in the United Statee and for that reason are anti tIed to receive the

protection of the law of the United States and also bound to observe its

pJ.'lJvi sions.
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(e) There appears to us to be considerable confusion in the

public mind as to the nature of the so-called "immunities" or

IIprivileges" enjoyed by members of the staff of the United Nations.

In view of these considerations, we have thought it desirable,

before coming to oUr answers to your specific questions, to put forward our

general views of the matter in the following order:

(i) The backgrouni of our present enquiry.

(ii) The legal relationship between the United Nations
and a host country.

(iii) The principles on 'Which we should advise you
to proceed with regard to:

(a) An officer convicted by a United. States
court of an offence of which an essential
ingredient is disloyalty to the United
states.

(b) An officer who pleads some constitutional
privilege against answering questions on
the grouni that the· answers might incriminate
him with regard to ac:tivities involving
disloyalty to the United States.

(c) An officer who the Secretary-General has
reasonable ground for believing has engaged
or is engaging in activities Ulvolving
disloyalty to the United states.

(iv) Whether United Nations inmunities bear on these questions.

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Whether the axi.!lting Staff Regulations ani Rules
arid procedure empower the Secretary-General to
carry out the policy we reconmend he ahouldfollow
unier heading (iii) above.. and if not, what
amendments would be required. to those negulations
or Rules to giv~ him the necessary powers.

Questions as to jmmllnity in respect of United Nations
archives.

Questions concerning passports am laissez-passer.
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II.

BACKGROUND OF OUR PRESENT ENQDmY

The United States authorities have taken the initiative of

starting investigations of the identity and conduct of United States citizens
r

who are also officials ~r emp~oyees of the Secrebli,riat of the United Nations.

These investigations have been undertaken urrler laws of the United States

concerning the security of the State and in particular under the Internal

Security Act of 1950. They seek to ascertain whether United States citizens

on the Secretariat staff are or have been members of the Communist

Party or other organizations declared subversive under the Act, or whet~er

the individuals concerned have been engaged or are engaged in other

subversive activities. These investigations take two forms. The first

formconlists of p:roceedings before a Special Federal Grand Jury which

began its investigation in the Summer of 1952, an investigatio~which
, .

has not yet been concluded. This investigation is conducted in private

ani its object is to enable the Grand Jury to decide whether indictments

should be presented against any person 'Who, if indicted, would have to stand

for public trial in the appropriate criminal court.

The other fom of proceeding is an investigation by the Internal

Security Sub-Committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee. This Sub-Conmittee's

investigations· are conducted umer the authority of tWo H.e$olutions of the

United States Senate, namely Senate Resolution 366, Blst Congress, 2nd Session,

of 21 December 1950, and Senate Resolution 7, BZnd Congress, 1st Session.
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The first of these Resolutions empowers the Senate Judiciar,y Committee or

a 3ub-Committee thereof to investigate the administration of the Internal

Security Act of 1950, the administration of other laws relating to espionage,

sabotage, ani the PFotection of the internal security of the United states,

and subversive activities. The second Resolution increases the limits of

expenditure authorized. The hearings of the Senate Sub-Conmittee are nomally

public hearings but at times this Sub-Committee goes into executive session

on which occasion the proceedings are private.

We make certain observations upon each of these forms of

proceeding:

(a) Grand JUry Investigation

The Grand Jur,y has been investigating offences under

Section 371 of Title 18 of the United. States Code on Crimes and

Criminal Procedure. This Section provides a8 follows:

"If two or more persons conspire either to commit
any offence against the United States or to defraud the
United States or any agency thereof in any manner or for
any purpose, and one or more of such persona do any aat
to effect the object of the conspiracy" each shall be
fined not more than ~lO,OOO or imprisoned not more tnan
fi ve years or both.

IIIf, however, the offence the com:n:i.ssion of which
is the object of the conspiracy is a misdemeanour only,
the punishment. for such conspiracy shall not exceed
the maximum punishment proVided tor such misdemeanour. n

...
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Newspaper reports iniicate that the particular type of

possible conspiracy which is being investigated is one to engage

in subversive activities or espionage. The Secretar,y-General has

not been,officia~ly informed of the names of the persons summoned

to appear nor .of the identity of those 'Who refuse to answer questions

on the ground of their privilege against self-incrimination.

Same of the staff members were requested by the Grand Jury

to sul:mit to it certain documents from the archives of the United

Nations, including photostats of their personnel applications

su1xn.i.tted when they applied for employment, and letters written

by them in their official capacity to other officials of the United

Nations. By letters of 13 June and 3 October 1982, the Secretary

General infonned the staff ffiElD.bers concerned that these documents were

part of the United. Nations archives which were declared to be

inviolable by the law of the United States, and that photostats

and originals of such documents could not be given either to staff

members or to agencies of Member states. The etaff members were

given typewritten copies of their personnel applications ~ich

they su1:Jn1tted to the Grand Jury. The Secretary-General's position

has not been questioned by the GraM Jury.
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(b) Investiga~ion BY the Internal Security Sub
Committee of the S'3Il8-te JUdiciary ,Conmittee.

A number of UIrl.ted i~ations· staff' memberb of United. States

nationality have been sUInltlOned before this Committee. Two appeared at

public hearings on 15 aM 16 May 1952. Of these one staff member

was then umer notioe of tennination of employment with the United

Nations. The other wi. tness testified ani denied. all communist or

subversive activity. Later in the hearings another witness never

oonnected with the United Nations gave testimony to the effect that

in 1937 he had been int'ormed by an espionage agent of a foreign country

that this staff member was a camnunist. other witnesses invoked their

constitutional privilege against self-incrimination when questioned

about their relations with him.

During the Sub-Committee IS hearings between 13 October

and 12 November 1952 additional staff members were called to testify.

Several of these witnesses,were heard only in executive sessions by

the Sub-Committee; the records of prooeedings in executive session have

not been made available to the Secretary-General. Twenty peraonswho were

at that tiIm statf members ani two who had previously been staff zmmbers

were called upon to testif,y at public sessions. Some of these witnesses

•
were questioned about espionage ani subversive activities against the

United states. One witness declined on the ground of privilege against

self-incrimination to answer questions whether he was presen~engaged in
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espionage against the United states and 'Whether he had ever in the past

engaged in. such espionage. Anot.her witness refused on the same groUDi

to state 'Whether he Was now engaged in Bny' sub'vei"sive activities against

the United States Government am wether he had ever engaged in espionage.

Both witnes8es wo
f
imoked the privilege against. self'-incri1lination whc

asked whether in the past or present. the,.. had beCl connected 'Kith the

Communil!lt Parti;r, lIho had usisted them in obtainSng apla,ment nth the

United Batio.DB, alii whe\tler the,y knew certain nmted istl:viduals.

Ten other witnesses declined to anewer whether ths;y had belonged·

in the past to the Communist Pa.rt,.., had ever belonged to it, or now

belonged to it. Three of these witnesses were questioned about; espionage

am sub'tersive activities. All denied they had ever committed espionage.

'f1Io :1ecllned to answer whether the;y had ever eng&ged in sub'versive

actiT1ti~8 and one denied engaging in such activities. Four of these

ten 1d.tnes.es invoked th.eprivilege against seU...incrimination with

respect to the questions conoerning membership o£ organ1zationB other than

the CCP"ln1 st Part,. which bad. been declared lubnrsiT8 • :r1T8 refused.

to &118ftr whether the,. knew certain .-d indind.uals. One witness

retue4. to state how he bad gone about obta1n1:ag8ll,Pl.oyment b,. the

tIJ11te4 ...tiona •

. OM vitu•••ta"ted that he va. ·.not at present a member of the
. . .

ee.an1.t Part;r and that he had not been one on 1 June 1952.Re refused

to B'tate whether he ha4 been a m.eJDber at earlier peri~•

•
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Two f'urther witnesses refUlJed. to state whether they had

been members of the Conmuniat Party.during a partieuJ..ar period cat

the past (in one caBe 1936 to 1941 arxi in the ather 1935 to. 1941)

but denied su.ch m&II11iership at a later p8l'iod.. en. of thHe &l80

invoked privilege on qU88ti.0118 whether he had 1aJ.cnm DIPI8Ci ~Y1.dU&la

after 194J.. The other declined to Bt&te whether he bad..ll8eQ a

fictitious name and whether he had beanm org&ni.zer tar the

Conmrnnist Party.

One staff member admitted. -..aberal:Lip :1.Il the ae--u:dat Party

tor one year beginning in 1935 but iD.voked the pr::i.T.i.l.ep &&daat aelf

incr.l..min&tiQn when al!Jked detail. conc81"l11ng partic::tp.at.1.011 in ita actiVitie••

Four statf members did not im'Gke the pd.Yilaga.. One of

these stated that he had been a member of the CaPPAi lit PU't.y from

1938 to 194J. and testified .fUll.1' cODCeN.dD& hi. aetj.Y.iu.. in it.

Anoth'er testified that he ha.d never b.ea. & _be ot the .. Pa1ST but

that he had been &ctiViS in organizations wba.quentlT c1ecl&r'ed aubveraive

aDd QI1 ODe occaa1on sixteen ;y8&1'S ago he· ha4 _t1l'taA ,*. aa an1at

aDdergram4. 1ft.B tetrt1llonl'''''' 111 c.t'.1.1ct w1:th that' or r w1.t2Ie••

Deftr connected nth the United ht1cma who a1late4· tha't' he' tha. a'ta:tt

-.bar to 'be a C-.nn1at aD4 that the a1i&ft' Iter ~.)M"t1Cl~pate4 1D the

~ to a greater extent 'iltaa ... alld.tte4.

1'he other two wit!»•••• , Ybe IU .. el.atJI priYU.... at 1;he

public heariDg., vere not uked whether tMl' were =' ha4 If..a MII1ftrII ar the
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Communist Party. One of than admitted past connexion with organizations

later declared subversive.

An issue concerning the privileges and immunities of the

United Nations aroB,e during the course of the hearings. In a m.e.roorandum

from the Secretary-General to the staff members of Unit ed states nationality,

issued on 13 October 1952, the Secretar,y-General, after referring to

Articles 100 and 105 of the Charter and to the International Organizations

Immunities Act, stated as follows:

'TIn accordance with these proVJ.8J..ons of law, staff
mEmbers of the United Nations called before the
Senate Committee are not authorized to testify with
regard to official activities of the United NatiODB and
do not have the right to waive the immunity conterred
by law. They ar:e authorized to" answer cp8stions -.bieh
are matters of public record regarding their position
as staff members such as title, job description, compen
sation, date of appointment and the like. It

At the hearings on 13 October 1952 a staff member declined

on the ground of the Secret~-General's instruction to answer questions

relating to the p'r'oceedings of the Ur.dted Nations Joint Appeals Board

of which the witness was a mEmber. The functions of this Board are

dealt with in a subsequent section of this opinion.

The witness 'Was allowed to refrain fran. answering until the

following aay ,so as to allow time for him to consult his superiors

in the United Nations. At the hearing on 14 October 1952, when aaked

whether he had ever tried to prevent thediacharge of a named iniividual

from hisimlplo;yment in the United Nations, the witness declined to answer

pleading his privilege against self-incrimination.
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At the cloSEJ of the hearing on the following day, 15 October,

Senator O'Conor, presiding over the SUb-Comrnittee, read a statement which

included the follo'4ng o~ervation:

"Confronting the Sub-Committee is a memorandum
issued by the Secretary-General of the United NationB
which employees of the organization abe interpreting
in a manner which would shield thEm against our
attEmpts to elicit information as to their operations
along lines favoured by the Communist Party. A
Senate Committee cannot be stopped in its endeavour
to secure facts relating to subversive activities on
our shores by Americans regardless of their affilia
tion with an international organization.

"To hold otherwise would be to give traitors a
ready proteQtion against disclosure. This should not
be allowed. to happen. Accordingly, this Sub-Com:ni.ttee
expresses its disagreement wi.th the interpretation of
provisions of the Secretary-General's memorandum.
There arose on Monday,October l~th, when Frank C.
Bancroft was a wimess, a particular incident con
cerning which the Sub-Committee has reached a
unanimous conclusion. Bancroft had refused to tell
this Sub-Committee whether or not he was a member of
the Communist Party. He was also asked whether he
was instrumental in preventing the discharge of
another Witness, Eugene Wallach, from employment with
the United Nations. WalJach also refused to tell the
Sub-Committee whether he presently is a Communist
Party official. Bancroft took refuge in the mEmorandum
from the Secretary-General, stating that Unit ed Nations
Employees 'were not authorized to testify wi. th regard
to official activities of the United Nations.'

liThe Sub-C~ttee met in Ex:ecutive Session am
decidea. that Bancroft be instructed to answer the
question about hi~ assistance to Ivallach. The Sub
Committee decided that such a refusal would be con
temptuous of the Senate and that any w.i..tness should be
so informed. Bancroft accordingly was recalled. When
asked about his aid to Wallach, this time he resorted
to his constitutional privilege against self-incrimination.
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"It will be held contemptuous of the Senate,
in 01Il" opinion, for Witnesses to use any such excuse
for failing or refusing to disclose information
pertinent to this inquiry."

Thes!;'l heari~s 'before the Senate SUb-Comndttee have led

to various public statements by the Secretary-General and by Senators

of the un1 ted States each dealing wi,th the matter from some particular

point of view. I'e do not thi:ck it necessary to reproduce in this

opinion the text of these various statements. They are matters of

public record and to some extent of public controversy. It was in

the course of this controversy that on Z5 October 1952 the Secretary-

General announced our If.ppointment With a view to giving considera.tion

to the issues presented. In the sa.me statement the secretary-General

announced certain action he had taken with regard to the staff

members concerned in the senate Sub-Committee'. investigation.

It is evident to us that the following consequences have

resulted from the circumstances to which we have referred:

(a) Public opinion in the United States is gravely dis-

turbed as to the possibility that the United Nations may

be harbouring on its staff persons who are or have been

engaged in subversive activities in the United States;

(b) This disturbance is deepened by the action of some members

ot the. United States staff of the United Nations in claiming

constitutio~l ~ivileg. against self-{ncr1m1nation;
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(c) There appears to be considerable oontusion between the

constitutional priv11ege against selt-incrimination, the

privileges and immunities enjoyed by memb8t's of the url1ted

_Na.tions. IItaff. and. the prt'rtlege and iIIllUUDity of the united
r

Nations itself in respect of its property and archives;

(d) The mora.le of the staff of the U.D1ted Nations has been seriously

affected by what 81"e regarded by them rightly or vongly as

charges of subv8rsive actiT1ties against the staff gentlrall,.;

(e) The relationship between the United. Nationll and the united

states as tbI host country upon which the 8lIOoth functioning

of the United Nations depends is imperi11ll!.

It appears to us that we should be falling short of our duty,

haVing regard tothie serious situation, unJ.ea. we a'tt-.pted to lJtate what

we believe to be the 'true legal view upon all theBe mtte.1"8 and to

answer the questiOIlS you have put to us 1nthe light of that opinion.

III.

THE I.JinAL RELATIommp BE'!'I.UN THE UNI'l'lm
NATION3 AND ITS HOST co6i!iY.-

The United Nations is an entity lIepera.te and distinct trom

its Member statss. It has its own pol1oy-form1ng organs, namely, the

General Assembly, the Security Counoil, the Economic and SOcial Council

an.d. the Tru81i..8h1p COuncil. It has it. own judicial argcization in the

International Court or ;rustics. It has it. own administrative orpn1zat1on
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in the Seoretariat (see Article 7 of the Charter). of which the Secretary

General is the head. He as the principal administrative and executive officer

of the United. Nations carries a heavy responsibility and is given a large

measure of independar:ce aDd, certain powers of initiation. The united. Nations

therefore exists not to car~y out the instructions of any individual Member

State but to carry into effect the joint policies of Member States formulated

in a constitutional manner through the above-mentioned policy-forming organs.

It is eq,ually clear that the united Nations is in no sense a super state. It

has no sovereignty and can claim no allegiance from its own officers or

employees. Membership of its staff in our opinion in no -.y a'bzogates,

limits or q,ual1fies the loyalty a person owes to the state of which he is

a citizen. That citizen enjoya the proteotion ot the la1lll of his own state

and is subject in all respect to those laws in so tar as his.persoDal position

is concerned. EqUally. that citizen is by reason of his membership ot the

staff of the United Natiqns in no way deprived of the constitutional or other

legal rights enjoyed by him by virtue ot his citizenship or restricted as to

the exercise of those rights. We caIttind not.1ng in the constitution of the

United Nations or the provis1ons governing the employmentot its staff which

gives the least groun~ for supposing that there is or should be any conflict

whatever between the loyalty owed by every citizen by virtue of his

allegiance to his own state and the responsibility of such a citizen to

the United Nations in respect to work done by him as an officer or employee

of the United Nations. We express below our opinion wit~ard to the

immunities and privileges granted to members of the staff of the United
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Na1;ioI1ll. It will be sufficient perhaps at this point to say that in

our opinion the immunities or privileges granted to members of the staff

of the United Nations in no way qualify or limit the p;rincipe of undivided

loyalty to :bis own -state 'of a membar of the United Nat~ons staff.

In our opiIi1on, as the administrative organ of the United Nations,

the Secretariat must conform to the same pattern. The Secretary-General is

responsible for ca~ing out the policies laid down and must therefore be

responsible in Iespect of its wark on behalf o'S! the United Nations to the

tJnited Nations and to no other body. It is for this reason that Article lOO(l}
I

of the Charter lays down that:

"In the performance of their duties the
Secretary-Ganeral and the staff shall not seek or
receive instructions from any government or from
any other authority external to the Organization.
They shall refrain from any action which might
reflect on their position as international officials
responsible only to the Organization."

For the same reason by Article lOO(2}:

"Each Member of the United Nations undertakes
to respect the exclusively international character
of the responsibilities of the Secretary-General
and the staff and not to seek to influence them
in the discharge of their respon~ibilitieB.ft

,;

In our opinion, it would be contrary to the spirit, and indeed

the letter, of these two articles if the Secretary-Ganeral were to abrogate

his responsibility in the selection or retantion of staff by submitting to

the diotation or pressure of any individual liember state or any butside body.

To do so would also be to act in contravention of Article 101(3) which

prOVides that:
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"The paramount consideration in the amployment
of the staff and in the determination of the conditions
of service shall be the necessity of seouring the
higheat standards of efficiency, competence, and
integrity.-

We regard the considerations enunciated above as being
,

of paramount importance and we lrOuld state our concluaiona upon

this aspect of the DBttsr in the following t erma:

1. The independenoe of the secretary-General and his sole

responsibility to the General Assembl,. of the United Nationa

for the selection and retention of staff should be reoognized

by all Kembsr nations and if necessary asserted, ahould it

ever be challenged. If the position of the Secretary-Gensral

in this respect were to 'be weakened, the whole conception ot

the .responsibility of the staff of the united Nations would be

impaired and the essen.tial task ot bUilding up and maintaining an

international eiT1l serT1ee frustrated to the lasting detrim.ent

ot the wark of the United Nations.

2. In exeroising his resp0n8ibilit,. for the selection

and retention of staft the Sec:retary..Qenlr&1 8hould ree,vd it a8

of the first 1Jlportanoe to re:trai:c fra:a. engaging or to remove traa

the s'tatt an,. person _om he has r_aonable crounds tor beli8Ting to

be engaged or "0 have been enca&ed, or to b4rllkel,. to be enp.geI.

111 aJl1' activiti.. regarded as dialO18J. by the host oOUJItl"}'•

l
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IV. mmCIPLES nTH RlllGARD TO aB'FIOKRS ACCUSED Oi. SUSPEarED
OF DISLOflL# TO fi HOST OO'l.'J1mtY u •

; .

In approachiIlg this diffioult question our opinion is that

the policy of the sear°etary-General should be foUllded on two main

principles:

(1) striot observanoe of the conclusions come to

in the Ja st preceding section of our Opinion, and

(2) the neoessity of promoting the establ1sbm~t am

develo:pnent of a body of officers whose outlook

on their work is governed by their sense of

responsibil1ty to the United Nations, in othe.r

words, of an international oivil service.

Th~e is no need for us to repeat wbat we have said in

the last preceding. seotion with regard to the first of these

prinoiples but we consider that the second requires some

development ..

In our opinion the creation and mintenance of an inter-

national oivil service depends mainly on the following factors:

{i) The estab~ishment of a sanae of respensibility to

the United Nations.

(11 )The granting of reasonable seourity of tenure.

(111)El1gibil1ty for employment Without regard to race,

class, colour or religious, political or social opinions or beliefs.

(iv) The assurance that every officer oan rely on support from

above in the event of attack or criticism. of some action pe:tform8d

in the 'bona fide carrying out of his duties.

•
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(v) Abstention by every officer :t'rom aetive political work

in accordance with Articles 1(4) and l{S) of the staff Regulations.

(vi) Oonduct by each officer of his private life in such a

way as to deserve the respeet of law-abiding citizens of the country
r

in which he works:

All these factors are recognized explicitly or implicitly in

the Staff Regulations.

We have already dealt with the first of these six factors in

the last preceding section. It Will be observed that the second, third

and fourth of these factors involve 6bligatio:qs on the part of

United Nations'towards the officer ooncerned. 7actors five and s~

involTe obligations on the part of the officer conce:rned towards

the United Nations. In our opinion, the' observance of all these '

obligations whether on the part of the united Nations or on the part

of the officer conoernedis a. :necessity. If the United NatioWi

fails in observing the obligations Which fall upon it, ,tlien the

united Nations cannot expect to receive wnole-hearted service

from the staff or to attract or hoid the right kind' of people. 'If

an officer fails to observe the obligations he 'owes towards th.

'United Nations, or byree.son of past conduct appears likel,. aoto fail,

he cannot expect to be treated as a reliable international civil ' .

serTant because hie conduct tends to reflect discredit on the entire body.

In our opinion, rational, just and' consistent 'answers can

be found to the difficult questions we are dealing With in this section

of our Opinion by the app11cation of the above-mentioned p:hnciples

and we proceed to consider how these pr1IUlip.l... should be applied

in answering these questions.
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We oonsider 1'irst the case 01' an o1'1'icer who has been

convicted. 01' a crime involving disloyalty to the state by the courts 01'

his own country or· the courts 01' an,.. oountry having jurisdiotion over
r

him by reascm 01' liia residence there. Where there has beensuah 8. conviction

the 1'aot 01' the crime is ipso 1'acto established. It is !!!. jUdioata and

should be accepted as such by the Secretary-General. Baving accepted the

1'act 01' conviction as 1'inal evidence 01' the orime, the Secretary-General

will then have to consider whether the crime is 01' such a nature as to be

incompatible with the continued employment 01' the of1'icer ooncerned in the

country where the o1'1'ence was committed. In the case ot a crime involving

an ingredient 01' disloyalty to the state (whether betore or after his joining the

sta1'1' 01' the Un1 ted. Nations), we are 01' the opinon that the Seoretar,..-

General should regard the conviotion as an absolute bar to the employment or

the continuation 01' employment at the o1'1'icer concerned in the state in

question. We can conceive 01' oases in which the _tt8X' could be dealt

with by a trans1'er to the sta1'1' working in another country. That solution

is 8T1dently 01' very limited application so 1'ar as the Headquarters

sta1'1' 01' the united Nations working in the Uil1ted states 01' Amerioa,and in

~st O8.ses dismissal would be the only oourse open to the S8oretary-General.

lnour opinion there should be no di1'1'erentiation in this r8speot between ..

citizen 01' the United States and a oitizen. 01' some .otherstate resident in

the United states. A resident in the United Statu, wbether a united st..tes

ci.tizen or not, is entitled to olaim the prottotion 01' united st..tes 1.... am
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is under the correlative obligation to observe the United states laws,

including the law8 relating to internal security. Under the arrangements

.made tar the recruitment ot statf' of' the United Nations it is inevitable and,

in our belief'. whoily desirable. that em.ployment shouJ.d be available, whether

in the Headquarters organization in the United states or elsewhere. to

citizBns ot countries who have adopted a communi8't regime. Loyalty to their

own countries my require that these persons should hold communist views and

even be active members ot the Oommunist Party in their own country. The

presence ot such persons in the interests of the continued operation of' the

United Nations Will, we believe. be accepted by the good sense of' the American

:P80ple who are the citizens of' the host state. If' they are to be aocepted as

guests. howeTer, they must accept. in~our opinion, the obligations of guests

and retrain f'rom activities regarded as subversive by the law of' the host country.

Oonviction tor an offence such as that now under consideration

1l)uld, in om- view, be a clear breach ot this obligation on the part of' the

otticer concerned.

We have dealt with this matter fran the point ot view of citizens

or residents ot the United states who are members ot the statf' of' the united

Nations, because the Headquarters of' the United Nations being situated in the

United states the problem is more acute there than in other countries. In our
~

opinion, however, the policy we advise should be applied impartially. It WOuld,

in our view. be equally wrong tor the United. Nations to anploy, for example.

in a country with aconununist regime, a person who i8 prepared to conduot
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activities regarded in that State as subTeraive even if the character and

antecedents of that person were regarded as being meritorious by the

generality of United. States citizens.

We come now to the second question to be oonsidered in this section of

our Opinion, namely, what should be the attitude of the Secretary-General .
r

towards an officer who pleads some constitutional privilege against answering

questions on the gromd that answers might incriminate him. with regard to

activities involving dislo;yalty to the United States e Asw haft said above,

in our opinion membership of the staff of the United Nations db.s not and

should not deprive the officer concerned of the constitutional or other legal

rights guaranteed to hia by the law of· his host country, whether his ow

count17' or not. Nor should those rights be in any wa.:r liJdted, abridged or

qual.if'ied bT reason of his membership of the starf of the United Nations.

This matter arises, with particular force in the United States of America,

where one of the constitutional rights that JIl&1 be in'f'Oked :1,1 a right guaranteed.

to Sftry American citisen or resident in the United States of America b;y the

P'i.tth Amenanent to the Constitution of the United states; although it is possible,

in our opinion, that simll ar questions might arise in other countries.

'!'h. Firth Artendment to the United States Constitution provides that no person

-shall be compelled in any crjminaJ. case to be a witness against himself". This

protection may be invoked not only' in the actual course of a criminal trial

but allO in other proceedings which lIl&y be precurso17 Qf or1mina1 proceediligs.

For example, this protection Il&7 be 8Z1d has been invoked before the Special

Grmd Jur7 referred to above and also before the above-montioned Sub-CoDmittee

.f the Judiciary CODI!littee of the United States Senate. It is CODlllO~ referred to

&s -the privilege against sell-incrimination" - a phrase we have ourselves used

above.
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In our opinion, a person ,,-no 1.n'90kes this pr1Tilege can only lavtul1:T do

so in circumstances where the pr1vilege exists. It in reliance upon thie

priTilege a person re!uBes to answer a questi:m" he is only justified in doing

80 11' he believes or is ad:v1sed that in answering he 'IOuld become a witness

against himselt. In oth~r wor~s, there can be no just1.tication for cJ aiming this
r

priTilege unless the per86n el~g ~he privilege believes or is advised that

hiB answer would be eTidence against himself of the conmisaion of some criminal

offence. It follon !rom this, in our opinion, that a person cla1Ddn~ this

privilege cannot therea!,ter be heard to s.ay that hi. answer if it had been given

would not have been sJllt-incriminatory. He is in the dilemma that either his

answer would have been eelt-incr1min.ator,y or if not he has invoked his constitutional

privilege without just cause. As, in our opinion, he cannot be heard to allege the

latter, he must by claiming priTilege be held to have admitted the former. Moreover,

the exercise of this privilege creates so strong a suspicion of ~lt that the fact

of its exercise must be withheld from a jury in a cr1m1nal trial.

It is clear also that in addition to arousing a suspicion of guilt" the plea

of privilege mAY w11 affect prospects of emplo1Jl1ent. The privilege is an absolute

right and it is legal in the United States to assert it, but it does not follow

that a witness claiming the privilege, whether he be &, national of the United

States, or otherwise suffers no ill consequences by the mere fact of his asserting

the privilege.

Indeed, in the United States much legielation has been passed restrlcting

federal, state, or DI.UX1,iaipal employment in the case of pers:>ns connected with

organisat'ions declared subversiVB and machinery established to aseert&1D whether

such connection exists. We refer (inter &1.ia) to 5 U.5.C. Sec. 118 (j), Executive

Order 9835 12 Federal Regulations 193J, the Feinberg Law (Sec. 3022 of the

Education Law), The New York City Charter Sec. 903 and the Case of Adler v. Board.

of ~ucation 342 U.s. 485.
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There can be no doubt that in the United States of America it is not contrar;r

to the Constitution for legislative or other consequences affecting emplor.msnt

to follow from the exercise by an employee of ISOlDe constitutional right {,r

privilege.

It appears to us, therefore, that in cases where this privilege is invoked

in the United States, the Secretary-General DlUst take notice of the fact and

be prepared to take the appropriate action.

What that appropriate action should be depends, we believe, upon the

nature of the question to lfhich an BnBWer has been refused.. 'lbe particular

questions which we have to consider fall into tl«> main classes:

(1) Questions llhether the officer concemec! is or has been engaged in

espionage or other subversive activities in the United States of

America, and

(2) QIlestions as to whether the officer concemed is or has at an:r time

been a member of the Communist Party in the United states or of

DOme other organization declared to be a subveroiv8 organisation.

In our opinion if an officer of the United Nations pleads pr1T.1.lege in

respect of the first of these categories of questions, the duty of the Secret&1"3"

General. is clear. The officer has retused. to ansnr the question on the

01117 lawtul ground open to him, namel:', that in aD.lIW8ring he lCU1d become a

witness against himselt. In our opinion such a person i. just as unlJUita~e

. for continued _plo;pment by 'the United lations in the United States as one 'Mho had

actuaJ.ly bee oonT1.cted, IDd hi. _plo~nt in the United Nations should not be

cantin_d. We think &1.110 that thia opinion should SPp17 wether the question
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in respect of which privilege hu been claimed relates to acts of the .tatt

member concerned done before or atter the cOl1lllencement of hia emplo7JHZlt by

the United lations.

We have felt more difficulty in considering the second categor,y ot ques'ttions.

To be, or to have been a :ai~er 'of the Communist Parf,;y in the United State. or

of some other organization at the present t1me deolared .ubver.1.,.e in purn_IM

of the Internal Security let is not per .e a cr1.inal. off8l1ce. The organisation

concerned ma;y not have been regarded as IIUbversive .t the tiM· of --.berahip,t

or, if it vas, the offic.r concem.d J1J&7 well have chaaged. hi. 'rl..". ... oeaHC1

to be a m8Dlber. We have felt doubtful. 'Wh.ther the Secret&%'7....Qen.ral should. take

in suoh cas.s the same action we have reao--.ded. abon ld:Ua relard. to the tirst

categor;y of questions. )Je'Y9rthel.ss, the reaaoDilsg 1IIhioh ". baTe appli.d to

the first category of que stions constrains us to the 'rl._ that our aclnoe with

regard to the second cateSOl"1 of questions .hould be the ..... In both ua••

the citizen is in the same dilemma. tither hi. aD.wer• .,uld han incriainat.d

hia or be had no right to claim privilege. In neither ca.., in ourop1nion,

can he be heard to Bay that his reeort to privilege va. 11mlec.saar:r or

unjusl1fied.

If the Secretary-Gener&1. accepta ouralhio. in thil matter, 1Ib1oh we gin

with a graTes eIlse" of responBibil1t;y ha'9ing "lard. to the hUIIal'l rigtt.ts inwlTed,

'We cons1d.r that he should in future uk. pJ.a1n to the staft "at the oou.qunc••

.of pleading privilege~ be 80 far &8 the offie.r'. .-pl.opent i8 oon..~ .!he

deeision 1lIbeth.er or DJt to plead priT1lege is ~ne wh1ch JIP18t be taken 'b7 theottic.r

conc.rned with all its .consequences for better or W01"M. BetON caaingto hi.

d.cision, the officer ought to be swareof all the consequences including the possible

---------------------------------
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effect of his decisivn upon hi& continued employment with United Nations.

We turn now to the third question arising under this head,

namely, lrhat policy should the Secretary-General follow if he has

reasonable ground for believing that an officer has engaged or is engaging

in activities involying s~bversive activities in the United States.

This problem presents features which are not p:z:oesent in the

problems raised by the tltO preceding questions. If either of those

questions arises the Secretary-General has direct evidence of what

happened. If there has been a conviction, the fact of the conviction

is a matter of public record and the crime in respect of vbich there

has been a conviction is known. If the aecoDi question arises, the

claim of privilege is a matter of public record ~ the question in

respect of which the privilege has been claimed is also known. In

other words, the content of the infomation received .. by the Secretary

General is definite am the form in which it reaches him is known am.

reliable. 1':f the que8t.ion to which we are now addrea8ing ourselves arises,

the Secretary-General may be in possession of definite allegations

from a reliable source or inconclusive pieces of information from a reliable

BOt1rCe. Bither type of information may al80 come trca a source whose

reliabilitY' the Seeretary-General may have to im-estigate. In some cases

the Secl"eta17-General may have to consider nat only the reliability Qr the

source but the relevancy and reliability of the infomation provided

am. may even ha...e to make his own !Urt.her inquiries. We do not

think that w. can offer any advice as to a rule to be applied. in BUch

. cases beyond the very general advice that if the Secretary-General is

. satisfie<i that he has reasol'l8.ble ground. for believing tha.t a member of

the staff is engaging or is likely to engage in activities regarded as
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disloyal by the host country, he should come to the conclusion that

the officer concerned should no longer be employed in that country.

Membership of' a body dec1&red subversive is nat a crime but does in ou.r

view suggest that the ~w of" the United States of' America regards a member

as a potent1ally unreliable citizen. 1'0 sllch person should be employed

by the United I'ations without special enquiry. Such a conclusion should

only be come to however after a proper opportunity has been given to the

officer concerned to state his case.

As to the substance of the matter we do not feel able to

assist beyom giving certain illustrations of the matters which might

arise and the way in rilich the Secretary-General should in our opinion

approach them. As to the procedure to be followed we feel able to make

certain rec~ndations.

W'e give the following cases as being illustrations of our view:

1. A responsible organ of one of the Member States informs

the Secretary-General that an officer is or has been a member of

an organization declared subversive in that state, or informs

the Secretary-General that after due consideration a passport has

been refused. We do not consider that the Secretary-General should

act solely on such a conclusion communicated in such a fonn.

To do so would be to offend against the cardinal principle that

the Secretary-General should not be SUbjected to instructions from a
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Member State. Nevertheless, the receipt of such a communication

from a responsible organ of government of one of the Member

States clearly, in our view, necessitates a full inquiry

into the circumstances by the Secretary-General. He would
,

be greatly helped in such an inquiry if the Member state

in question ~ould see its way to give to the Secretary-General

not only the general conclusion but also the evidence upon

which the Member State has come to that conclusion. It

appears to us to be highly desirable that where this is

legally possible, it should be done, and that where it is not

legally possible, the legal impediment should, if possible,

be removed. It appears to us that to put the Secretary-

General on inquiry and to withhold the evidence places him

in a position of great embarrassment. Nevertheless, if the

evidence cannot be made available, the Secretary-General

must, we think, make the best inquiries he can and form the

best cooolusion he can on the infonnation available. If he

comes to a conclusion in a case where the evidence has not

been made available, it should not be open to the Member State

to criticize his deCision.

2. An officer decides that in some proceeding in the

United States he will not plead his constitutional privilege

but answers questions which reveal that at some, time he has
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been a member of some organization declar841 subversive. In this

casE' we think that the Secretary-General is immediately put upon

i:1lquiry. It may be that the admissions of the officer concerned are

in themselves sUf~icient to justify the Secretary-General in coming
r

to a conclusion. It may. be that they are insufficient for this

purpose in which case a full inquiry should be conducted. Where

there has been a public admission of this kind we feel that it 'WOuld

be right and prudent for the officer concerned to be suspended from

duty pending the outcome of the inquiry.

3. If the allegation against an officer is merely that at

some time in the past he has been a mElllber of an organization

declared by law to be subversive b;r the host country our opinion

is:

(a) that that fact should not in itself justify dismissal

but,

(b) that .it alwqs should put the Secret&rT~neralupon

inquiry.

Our reason for making this reoo:amendation is that membership of such

an organization mar mean different things in different cases.

1s we have stated above, a finding that an officer is at

the present time an active member of the Communist Party of the

United States of America is incompatible with his continued
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em.ployment by the United Nations in the host country. On the

other hand, membership in a Communist Party may be an essential

feature in the loyalty to his own state of an officer employed

by the United N~tions. As another example J an officer may

have been a member of' a Communist Party at some time in the

belief that tha.t course was the only one open to him if he

desired to take part in same underground movement against the

Fascist or i~azi tyranny. Or yet again, an officer may well

have been a member of a CorrmunistParty in the past and

genuinely renounced the party as a result of his experierices.

The zeal of converts is not a. thing lightly to be thrown away

though the sincerity of conversion may well be the subject

of arodous enquiry.

As to procedure we have formed the opin1.on:

1 •. 'l'hat the decision must be the responsibility

of the Secretary-Genera1; and

2. That the existing procedure of the Joint

Appeals Board and the Administrative Tribunal is not suitabu

to deal with the cases we are examining under this question.

It is, in our op1nion, a matter for consideration whether

the SecretarJ-Genera1 stou1~ not be called upon to act entirely

on his OW11 responsibility in such cases without the aid of any other

body. :.Ie have come to the conclusion that such a course is inadvisable

for tvro reasons. The first reason is that it migpt subject the Secretary-
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General to direct pressure from individual Hember States which is

contrary to the spirit and letter 'of the Charter. The second is that

in difficult matters of ~his kind the staff are in our opinion entitled

to be assured that their case has had.a full hearing at which they have

had an opportunity of stating their case.

We consider, therefore, that the Secretary-General in

these cases concerning officers with pe~anent contracts or fixed term

contracts which have not expired should be assisted by an advisory panel

who should deal \vith the matter in private and give to the Secretary-General

an opinion which would be advisory only. ~'Ie consider that the best

fonn of advisory panel would be two very senior officers of the

Secretariat staff with an independent chainnan to be selected by

the Secretary-General after consultation with the appropriate bodies

representing the staff.

We are fUrther ot the opin1on that it the secretary-General acts

in a particular case atter receiving advice f'roIl this pauel. (whether he acts

on it or not) the Joint Appeals Board should acoept his deoision aDd should

not consider themselves to be entitled to reopen the atter.We have no

right to suggest what should be the attitl1de of the Mm1nistrative Tribunal,

which is an independent Judicial boay, bat we tind it d1f'ficult to believe

that they would not accept a conclusion come to in such a manner. In the

event, hOW'ever, of the AdJIl1n1strative Tribunal not accepting a decision and

ordering re-instatement we consider that the secretary-General should exercise

his right to retuse re-instatement leaving the Admini strative Tribunal to

assess damages, if any. In any event we think that the 8ecretary-QeDeral
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should refuse to lay before the Joint Appeals Board or the

Administrative Tribunal the information laid before the Advisory

Panel. We believe that this provision is essential if the Secretary-

General is to continue to receive the infonnation from organs of

goverrunent of the .MEmber' states which he ought to receive. That

information will hardly be forthcoming if there is any risk of its

becoming public property.

In this section we have been dealing with the principles

we recommend the Secretary-General to adopt in dealing with existing

staff. We need hardly add that in our opinion he should apply the

sane principles in engaging new staff.

v.
DO UNITID NATIONS IMWNITIES BEAR ON

THESE !lJESTIONS?

The question of what privileges and immunities are enjoyed

by members of the staff of the United Nations ,involves an exhaustive

study ot numerous documents. Moreover, these questioIl8 Mve received

considerable public attention am as we have said above there appears

to be a good. deal of cOnfusion in the public mini conceming them.

We have therefore felt it our duty to examine these questions with some

thoroughness. In a separate document we present the results of

our study. We have cane to the conclusion, however, that there is

no inmunit;r or privilege available to any member of the staff ot

the United Nations which would enable him to escape the consequences
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of the actions we have been considering. We have therefore felt

it desirable not to deal at length in the main body of our opinion

with thi s matter. An add1tional reason for relegating our views

on these questions.to a ~eparate document is that we believe that a
f

disproportionate amount o~ attention has been paid to this aspect of

the matter. In our opinion there is no, immunity or privilege

enjfoyed by any member of the United Nations staff behind which he

could shelter if brought to account on any charge of his taking part

in subversive activities against the United States of America.

VI.

DO THE EXISTIID grAFF RIDULATIONS <m RULES AND
PROCEDURE m-1POWER THE ~RJm'ARY-GENERAL '1'0 CARRY
OUT THE POUCY WE RECOOiEND HE SHOULD FOUDW" AND
IF NOT WHAT AMENDMENl'S WOULD BE £P!HUlRED TO THOSE
RIDULATIONS OR RULES 'IO GIVE HIM THE NIDESSARY POWERS?

There can, we think, be no doubt that the rights of the

staff in matters of their employment are contractual and that the t enns

of the contract are to be found in the Staff Regulations and the

Rule~ promulgated as Staff Rules in pursuance of the regulations.

The present Staff Regulations are those adopted by the General Assembly

at its 372nd meeting on 2 February 1952. The basic dutie 8 of

-_.._------------------------------------------
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the staff are laid do'Wll in Article I, the relevant provisions

of which are 1.4 and 1.S.

Article 1.4 is in the following tems:

"Members of the Secretariat shall conduct
themselves at all times in a manner befitting their
status as -international civil sel'Vants. They shall
not engagefin any activity that ;is incompatible with
the proper discharge of their duties with the United
Nations. They shall avoid any action and in particular
any kind of public pronouncement which may adversely'
reflect on their status. While they are not. expected
to give up their national sentiments or their political
and religious convictions, they shall at all times
bear in mind the re serve and tact incumbent upon them
by reason of their international status."

Article 1.8 is in the following terms:

"The immunities and privileges attached to the
.United Nations by virtue of Article 105 of the Charter
are conferred in the interests of the Organization.
These privileges and immunities furnish no excuse to
the staff members who enjoy them tor non-performance
of their private obligations or failure to observe
laws and police regulations. In any case where these
privileges and immunities arise, the staff member
shall immediately report to the Secretary-General, with
whom alone it rests to decide whether they shall be
waived."

MEII1bers of the staff receive three kinds of appointment:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Appointment to a pennanent appointment.

Appointment for a fixed tem.

AppointmEnt for an indefinite period (sometimes
referred to as temporary indefinite appointment).
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Article IX sets out the circumstances in which the

Secretar,y-General may terminate the appointment of a staff member.

The relevant provisions are as. follows:

"9.1(a) The Secretar,y-General may terminate
the appointme;llt of a staff member who holds a pennanent

.appointip.ent and whose probationary period has been
completed, if.the necessities of the service require
abolition of the post or reduction of the staff, if
the services of the individual concerned prove
unsatisfactory, or if he is, for reasons of health,
incapacitated for further service.

II (b) The Secretary-General lIl8Y terminate
the appointment of a staff member with a fixed-ter.m
appointment prior to the expiration date for any of
the reasons specified in paragraph (a) above, or for
such other reason as may be specified in the letter
of appointment.

n(c) In the case of all other staff members,
including staff members serving a probationar,y period
for a permanent appointment, the Secretary-General m.ay
at any time terminate the appointment, if, in his
opinion, such action would be in the interest of the
United Nations."

Article X authorises summary dismissal by the Secretary-General

in the case of serious misconduct (faute grave).

staff members whose appointments are terminated under

Article IX are entitled to termination indemnity at rates

specified under the Regulations. _.
If the policy we have recommended above can be carried

out without amendment to the Staff Regulations we think it

very desirable that no amendment of those Regulations should

be asked for. We make this recommendation for the following

reasons:
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(1) The present Regulations and the statf Rule.

set up an administrative code carefully designed to secure both

adequate freedan of action in disciplinary matters for the

Secretary-General and adequate protection for the statf' against

arbitrary action. We should be loath to recOOIIIl.end any alteration

of this carefully planned 87stem unless we thought it absolutw

essential.

(2) The staff appear to us to be suffering from con

siderable tension by reason of the events which we have

described above as fonning the background of our mission. In

our opinion it would be unfair to the staff and against the interests

of harmonious am efficient working if the morale of the staff were

furtner undennined by an amendment of the Regulations which might

deprive them of or diminish the protection they have under the

.existing code.

(3) An amendment of the Regulations of a temporary

ch~ac~er should only be asked for if it were neces8&I'7 to deal 'M1.th

some special emergency. The problems with which we have to deal do

not, in our opinion, fall into this category. They have msted in

the past and the Secretary-General has taken active measures to deal

with them.. They are continuing in the present and the Secretary-General

is continuing to take active steps to deal with them. The problems

will no doubt continue so long as the United Nations continues to

embrace as members States with widely differing or conflicting

philosophies of li.fe.
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0..) In the course of our investigations we have seen

nothing to suggest that the problems submitted to us arise with regard

to 8D1'thing more than a snall proportion of the staff. It would, in

our opinion, be a mistake to ask for an amendment of the Regulations

which would inevitab1Yf apply to all the staff when the problem appears

to be essenti~ circumscribed in area.

Nevertheless, had we formed the opinion that some amendment

of the Regulations was required in order to enable the policy we have

recalllllended to be adopted by the Secretary-General, we should not have

hesitated to make such a recommendation. We have, in fact, formed a

contrary opinion. Should, however, the Secretary-General act on our

advice and subsequently find that the Administrative Tribunal consistently

took a different view, we recognize that it might become necessary for

him to ask for amendments.

In our opinion, all the articles of the staff Regulations must

be read together. In particular we think it would be Sc1~ error of construction

to read Article 9.1 and Article 10 in isolation from Articles 1.4 and 1.8.

If one were to read Article 9.1 and Article 10 in isolation from Articles 1.4

and 1.8, it would appear that the Secretary-General would have no power to

terminate the appointment of a staff member holding a pennanent or fixed

term appointment for a direct breach of the fundamental obligations of that

member under Articles 1.4 and 1.8, unless it could be held to constitute

serious misconduct under Article 10 or some other circumstances justifying
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dismissal under Article 9. Such a contention could lead to absurd

conclusions. For example, it would lead to the conclusion that a

permanent official serving a long tem of imprisonment for some criminal

offence committed prior to his joining the staff would be no ground for

dismissal. I~ would not be serious misconduct, we think, under

Article 10, and mere absence from work through imprisonment is not

referred to in Article 9.1 although absence from work for health reasons

is so mentioned.

We are of the opinion that Article 9 authorizes the Secretary-

General to tenninate appointments for the reasons specified in that

Article which are reasons over and above such reasons as the failure

of a staff member to comply with his fundamental obligations. Some such

failures could no doubt be dea.lt with under Article 10 but some could not.

Our view is confirmed by a close reading of Article 9.1 (a) and (b), the

reasons for dismissal stated, in which all relate to ~ter8 of internal

organization and conduct.

lie have come to the conclusion, therefore, that a fundamental

breach by a staff member of his obligations laid down in Articles 1.4 and

1.8 is intended to be dealt with by the Secretary-G~neralon his own

responsibility, although in many cases such a fundanental breach would

also be serious misconduct under Article 10. We think also that the

provisions with regard to termination indemnity contained in Annex III

to the Regulations apply only in cases arising under Article 9.1 and not

in cases of fundamental breaches of Articles 1.4 or 1.8 or in the case of
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dismissal under Article 10. We think, however, that the appeal

procedure laid down in Article 11 would apply in all cases of dismissal

whether under Article 9.1, Article 10 or otherwise. In other words,

a staff member dismissed for a fundamental breach of his obligations

under Article 1.4 or Article 1.8 would have the right of arguing before
r

the Administrative Tribunal against the Secretary-General's action.

We now proceed to apply this opinion to the three classes of

cases we have dealt with above. We are of opinion that for a staff

member to be convicted of an offence of which an essential ingredient

is subversive activity in the host state (whether his own state or not)

would be a fundamental breach of Article 1.4 and Article 1.8. If the

act in respect of which the conviction took place occurred during the

period of employment with United Nations, it would also, we think, be

serious misconduct under Article 10. If the officer were holding a

temporar,y appointment it could also be dealt with under Article 9.1(c).

Where a staff member pleads privilege against self-incrimination we think

that he is in fundamental breach of Article 1.4 on the ground that that

action is presumptive evidence of an activity incompatible with the proper

discharge of his duties and is also an action which may adversely reflect

on his status as an international civil servant. This opinion applies

whether the question relates to acts performed. before or after his becomillg

an employee. A temporar,y employee could also be dealt with under

Article 9.1(c). As to the third class of case, we are of opinion that if'

the fom of enquiry we h,ve recommended. above results in the Secretary-General'l

being satisfied that the staff member is engaging in subversive activities

in the host s..ate (whether his own state or not), the same considerations

should apply. It it results in a finding less than this but still

..._.--------------------------~
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in the opinion of the Secretary-General justifying diemissal OD the ground

that there is a risk of the staff member engagiDg in such lubversive

activities the same considerations, in our opinion, applJr. In the last

resort if the Administrative Tribunal disagrees with the action of the

Secretary~eneral, the Secretary-General sho~ apply to the Tribunal to

substitute damages for reinstatement.

It will be observed that, in our opinion, it would be necessary

to rely upon the Secretary-General l s inherent rigbt. to terminate a contract

for fundamental breach under Article 1.4 or Article 1.8 onlY in cases of

officers holding pennanent or fixed tem appointments whose actionl could not

be said to constitute serious misconduct UlXier Article 10.

So far as temporary appointments are concerned, we can lee no

difficulty. Article 9.1 (c) appears to have been frUled. expressly 80 a.

to give the Secretary-General discretion to dismiss staff wbo.m he

considers unsuitable. The Secretary-General, of course, should not proceed.

arbitrarily. We can find nothing in the }rovisionl governing the St.atute

of the Tribunal to suggest that the AdministratiT6 Tribunal bas power to

pass upon the adequacy of the Secretary-General's reasons for exercising

his discretion.

VII.

IMMUNITY IN RESPECT OF UNITED NATIONS ARCHIVES

All the relevant documents declare the archiTes of the

United Nations to be "inviolable".

should never waiTe this privilege.

In our opinion the Secrfttary-Gener-.!

Indeed, we doubt wether he has 8D7
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This matter is dealt with in the separate document

referred to above.

VIII.

PASSPORTS AND LAISSEZ-PASSER
r

We have given particl4ar attention to this matter which, in our

opinion, raises complicated and difficult questions of law and practice.

We have presented our conclusions upon this matter in an annex to this

Opinion rather than overburden the body of the Opinion with too much detail.

IX.

COM::LUSIONS

Your questions do not raise the question of the position of

the staff of delegations of Member States to the United Nations and we

have not therefore dealt with these. It appears to us that their

position must be regulated by the normal rules of diplomatic procedure.

Their staff are not staff of the United Nations and any questions with

regard to the position of tht)ir staff should, in our opinion, be dealt with

as between the governments concerned.

We believe that in what we have said above we have answered

all the questions you put to us and which we set out in the preliminary

section of this Opinion. If we have not followed the precise order of

your questions it is because we felt it 'WOuld be helpful if we could.

enunc iate certain principles in the light of which your questions should
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be answered. We found in practice that our pursuit of this object

required us to approach your questions in a somewhat different order

from that in which they were proposed.

We have tried to demonstrate that in our opinion all the problems

put to us, which ~ise directly out of the relationship of an inteI

national body and its host country, are amenable to rational and

legal treatment. We do not flatter ourselves, however, that the purely

legal approach is the o~ approach required if harmonious relations are

to be established and maintained. vIe believe that the existing legal

framework is adequate to contain harmonious relationships but whether

they in fact exist depends mainly upon a good understanding as to the

necessities of the international organization and its staff on the one hand,

and the necessities of the host countr,y on the other.

The necessities of the international organization include the

necessary independence of action required if the staff of the United

Nations is to be a truly international civil service responsible to

the United Nations in respect of its work. It must be recognized that

this international civil service will inevitab~ include persons whose

political, social, economic and philosophical outlook differ from the

beliefs and sentiments of many American citizens.

(Xl the other hand, we believe that all members of the staff

of the United Nations while living and working in the United States must

wholeheartedly accept and abide by the laws of the host countr,y whose
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protection they enjoy even if some of those laws run contrary to tne

beliefs and sentiments of some members of the staff. If, within the legal

tramework we have tried to describe in this Opinion, members of the

staff of the United Nations as an international civil service realize

and give effect in their ~ersonal lives to the principles we have enunciated

and the disciplinary policy of the Secretary-General towards that staff

is arranged accordingly, we see no reason why American public opinion

should fe~r the presence in their midst of international civil servants

notwithstanding the fact that same of them 1.IJJ!J.Y have beliefs and sentiments

which an American citizen lIIOuld, with justification, regard as un-American.

It is in the hope that by clarifying the issues of law and

policy which appear to us to be involved, we 1.IJJ!J.Y be able to contribute

something towards this end, that we have ventured to express our views

in a reasoned Opinion.

7:t.
.,;tq /Y'Y~~ 19~'2.
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Issuance of passports or laissez-passer to United Nations officials

The question dealt with in the present Annex is expressly settled by Artiele

VII of the London Convention, in the following terms:

Section 24. The United Nations may issue United Nations laissez
passer to its offieials.These laissez-passer shall be recognized
and accepted as valid travel documents by the authorities of Members,
taking into account the provisions of Section 25.

Seetion 25. Applications for visas (where required) from the holders
of the United Nations laissez-passer, when accompanied by a certificate
that they are travelling on the business of the United Nations, shall
be dealt with as speedily as possible. In addition, such persons shall
be granted facilities for speedy travel.

These provisions have the effect of creating a new travel document called

"United Nations laissez-passer".

For this limited purpose, the United Nations has been accorded one of the

attributes of sovereignty.

'!'his conferment is fuJ..ly justified and is in accordance with the engagements

of a general character undertaken by the Member States, ~ particular in Articles

100 and 105 of the Charter. Let us recall Article 100, paragraph 2, and Article

105, paragraph 1:

Article 100

2. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the
exclusiv~ international character of the responsibilities of the
Secretary-General and the staff and not to seek to influence them
in the discharge of their responsibilities.

Article 105

1. The Organization shall enjoy in the territory of each of its
Members such privileges and imrmmities as are necessary for the ful
filment of its purposes.

We have been informed that up to the present the validity of this laissez

passer has been recognized without any difficulty both by the Member States who

have formally acc~ed to the London Convention and by other States on whose
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territory United Nations officials have had occasion to travel (except for

what will be said below with regard to the United States of America).

It is obvious that, in the ca.se of States which have not ratified the

London Convention, the allowance of free entry and exit to persons who have

only a United Nations laissez-passer is only a matter of sufferance. It is

sufficient to take note that this sufferance exists and for the present

meets the needs of the situation. The solution of the difficulties which

may arise if a Member State 'Where to abandon it would have to be sought in

accordance with the particular circumstances of the case.

It is our task, however, to throw light on the problem with respect

to the United States of America.

It must be reiterated that the United States has not acceded to the

London Convention.

We have been informed that instances have occurred when the Department

of state has refused to issue passports to American citizens who are members

of the Staff of the United Nations, and have been entrusted by that Organization

with official missions abroad.

Under the American law, it is a criminal offense for an American citizen

to leave the territory of the United States without a valid passport (22

U.S. Code, Sections 224, 225 and 227), unless the Secretary of State has, in

a particular case, authorized the specific travel without a passport (22 .

C.F.R. 532 (f».

This is the expedient wch has been resorted to in cases where, although

a passport has been denied, the Secretary-General of the United Nations has

insisted on the position that the trip of the designated official was essential

to the interests of the United Nations.

•••1
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It cannot be considered as a solution which is satisfactory for the

United Nations to have general recourse to this expedient, which depends in

the last analysis on a favorable decision of the Department of State.

Assuredly, the solution of the difficulty is at present facilitated

by the regu~ atims recently put into force by the Department of State.

(Federal Register, Volume 17,. No. 173, pp. 8013-4, September 1952, 22 CFR

51-153 ff.).

According to the tenns of these regulatioos, a P'!rson to lbom a pass-

port has been denied is entitled to present his case to the Passport Division

and, if the issuance is still refused, to appeal to an organ composed of

officials of the Department of State for whose decision reasons must be

given, as with the decisions of a court.

It seems however that the complainant, though he must be heard, has

no right to know the charges which have been made against him.

The classes of persons to whom passports are to be denied in the

national interest, under the new procedure (22 CFR 51.135), are as follows:

(a) Persons who are nembers of the Communist Party or
who have recently tenninated such membership under such circum
stances as to warrant the e'onclusion - not otherwise rebutted by
the evidence - that they continue to act in further~ce of the
interests and under the discipline of the Communist Party;

(b) Persons, regardless of the formal state of their
affiliation with the Communist Party, who engage in activities
which support the Communist movement under such circumstances
as to warrant the conclusion - not otherwise rebutted by the
evidence - that they have engaged in such activities as a result
of direction, domination, or control exercised over them by the
Communist movement;

(c) Persons, regardlesw of the formal state of their
affiliation with the Communist Party, as to whom there is reason
to believe, on the balance of all the ep.dence, that they are
going abroad to engage in activities which will advance the
Communist movement for the purpose knowingly and wilfully of
advancing that movement.

.._-_.----_...------~~------------------~
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.iithout doubt the United Nations has in the past been justified in

relying on the provisions of the Agreement between the United Nations and

the United States on the headquarters, and it is certainly well grounded

in invoking them in the future when difficulties are made with respect to

the travel of officials of the Secretariat.

As has been noted above, this Agreanent has the force of law and as

long as it exists, the Department of State has no right to restrict its

effects by regulations or administrative decisions.

But it will be noticed that if according to the terms 9f this Agreement,

American officials of the United Nations are assimilated to foreigners, the

exemption from the application of laws and regulations regarding entry and

residence on American territory is not unrestricted. These restrictions

are set out in section 13 and cover the case in which persons who enjoy the

exemption abuse their privileges by carrying on in the territory of the

United States activities which are outside their official character.

The withdrawal of priVileges is SUbjected to safeguards, which consist

in the facts that (1) the ld. thdrawal is made conditional upon the prior

approval of the Secretary of State of the United states; (2) such approval.

can be given only after prior consultation with the Member State or

organization concerned; and (3) as regards officials of the United Nations, the

Secretary-General of the Organization has the right to appear on behalf of

"the official in any proceedings.

Considering that the headquarte~s of the United Nations and its numerous

statf are located in the territory of the United States, can greater pri1lileges

reasonably be demanded?
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In this regard, it will be noted that the recent. .American passport

regulatiol1l!J provide tor a t\>lOtold appeal, with the object ot avoiding

possible mistakes and abuses otauthority by the Department ot State,

and also that the reasons Why passports must be denied under these new

regulations relate to the ~ase in which an American citizen engages in

activities which are considered subversive by the competent authorities.

It must be concluded that in the tuture cases ot denial ot passports

'Will. be on the same tooting as cases dealt with in the main part ot our

report.. (See pages 29 et seq.)

For these reasons we are ot the opinion that, practically speaking,

there is no ground to recommend any amendments to the present legislation

and regulations governing the issuance ot passports to American citizens

who are members ot the United Nations statt.

...--...._-". ...~~-'" •.. ---
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ADDRESSED TO TEE
STAFF OF THE SECRETARIAT OF TEE UNITED NATIONS

On 23 October 1952, I announced that I would submit to a group of jurists

from three Member countries, for advice, certain issues arising out of the

hearings of the United.~tates Senate Sub-Committee on Internal Security. The

¢ommission of Jurists ~et for the first time on 14 November, and presente~ its

opinion to me on Saturday, 29 November.

I am very grateful to the jurists for having dealt so thDDoughly within a

very short time With the complicated and important problems submitted to them.

I have carefully studied the opinion they have presented. I have decided

to use the conclusions and recommendations of this opinion as the basis of my

personnel policy in discharging the responsibilities entrusted to me by the

Charter and staff regulations of the United Nations.

In pursuance of the recommendation of the jurists, I propose to establish

within a few days an advisory panel to assist me in dealing with specific cases

in accordance with the opinion.

It is my earnest hope that on this basis it will be possible for the

United Nations and the host country by mutual efforts to maintain harmonious

relationships on matters affecting the staff of the Secretariat which, in the

words of the opinion, "depend mainly upon a good understanding as to the

necessities of the international organization and its staff on the one hand,

and the necessities of the host country on the other".


